The Lure of Woodhall Spa
Your favourite ending

We simply couldn't improve Rovral® Green - after all it is the UK's number one turf fungicide.

We couldn't make it any more effective against fusarium, red thread, dollar spot or many other turf diseases. Nor could we make it any more friendly towards beneficial Mycorrhiza.

Admittedly, we were a bit stumped.

So we renamed it Chipco® Green.

With a new beginning

Now officially launched!
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LONG SERVICE

George Newson, Head Greenkeeper at Felisstowe Ferry Golf Club, retires this month after 41 and a half years service with the same club.

As you might imagine George has thoroughly enjoyed his time at Felisstowe and hands over to John Houston, who has been working in harness with George for the past couple of months.

"Felisstowe has been a good club to work for and when they could afford it, they looked after us proudly. Now Felisstowe has got some of the best facilities in the country," he told the local paper, in a full page feature it did on his impending retirement.

"It's always been a friendly club and I've always been welcome in the clubhouse just like any other member."

George got the job in 1962 by chance when he was in the local pub listening to the club pro and the steward commenting on the state of the course.

NATIONAL TURFGRASS FOUNDATION CONFERENCE

Following the success of last November's National Turfgrass Foundation Conference at Southport, the Foundation have again joined forces with Cranfield University at Silsoe to produce an even bigger event with a greater diversity of topics and speakers. This year's 'In Pursuit of Excellence' Conference will again be held at the Southport Theatre and Floral Hall Complex, and will run from November 3-6.

Martyn Jones and Louise Clegg, founders of the NTF and organisers of the Conference, said that the Conference has been designed as two programmes running in parallel to each other and delegates are free to move between the two depending on the topic selection of their choice.

This is the largest programme to date and will feature 38 speakers, sharing their vast knowledge and experience on 43 topics. Something for everyone and at an affordable price is definitely the theme for the event. With an impressive line up of speakers from a range of European countries and the USA, the conference should prove to be a winner with a wide range of turf managers.

Appearing alongside some of the most revered professors, researchers, and agronomists will be a number of notable BIGGA members. Duncan McGilvray, Potters Bar GC; Kerran Daly, MG, Gog Magog GC; Ian McMillan, Queenwood GC; Stuart McColm, Kingsbarn GC, and Wendy O'Brien, Carden Park Golf Resort, will be sharing their knowledge for the benefit of delegates. BIGGA Vice-Chairman, Andy Campbell, MG, CGCS; Walter Woods, BEM, and Jack McMillian, OBE, will also be inputting their style and experience to the proceedings in their capacities of Session Chairmen.

Presentations cover a diverse range of subjects, including recent research conducted at Newcastle upon Tyne University into enhancing drainage rates by the use of electrokinetic geosynthetics, and details of a UK golf green construction specification. The effects of biostimulants on soil microbiology and composting as a management tool are other highly topical subjects. Maximising green speed while minimising damage, and rootzone/topdressing compatibility will be of particular interest to some greenkeepers.

"Those who have attended similar programmes will be aware of the tremendous knowledge that can be gained, not only directly from the presentations but also from socialising with the speakers and fellow delegates during out-of-conference hours. Greenkeepers will also have a marvellous opportunity to discuss aspects of 'Golf Greenkeeping throughout the World'. A panel of Course Managers, Superintendents and greenkeepers from numerous countries in Europe and North America will be talking of their experiences in different climatic zones; with contrasting budgets, and varying legislative constraints," said Martyn.

For further details of the Conference and accommodation contact Martyn Jones on Tel. +44(0)1995 670675 or Louise Clegg on +44(0)7879015921 or email NTFoundation@aol.com.

Email press releases and new product updates to: scott@bigga.co.uk.
DISEASE MANAGEMENT DIFFICULTIES IN SWEDEN AND THE NETHERLANDS

Greenkeepers realise that fusarium patch is one of the most common diseases on north European golf courses and that a severe attack can leave disfiguring scars which will affect the quality of putting surfaces. They are also well aware that of the common grasses found on greens, annual meadow-grass (Poa annua) is the most susceptible to this disease.

The vast majority of golf greens in northern Europe contain a significant proportion of annual meadow-grass, even though most will have originally been established with bent (browntop or creeping) and fescue grasses. This reversion has often been due to a combination of mismanagement at some point in their history (often forced on greenkeepers by the habit of golfers interfering directly with management of courses, the pressure from ignorant committees with their constant demands for greens that are soft and green), local environment influences (e.g. shade and drainage) and increased playing pressure.

Over the years, fungicides have provided a safety net for greenkeepers but recent EU Directives have placed far more stringent controls on their employment and in certain countries these Directives have been interpreted in such a way that the use of fungicides on golf courses has been effectively banned, eg. as is the case in the Netherlands, to public places in Denmark (on which approximately 50% of their golf courses are situated) and in Sweden where courses fall into special environmental designations.

Earlier this year Tim Taylor and Nick Park of the R&A's Golf Course Committee went on a brief fact finding tour of Sweden and the Netherlands to see examples of what can happen to annual meadow-grass dominated greens hit by disease on sites where the use of fungicides is totally prohibited. The images arising from this trip should focus the attention of everyone involved in golf course management, including golfers who utilise courses, and make us all realise that without the back up of fungicides, alternative strategies will have to be adopted to provide sustainable golf green management.

The consequence of this damage is more anguish for greenkeepers and golfers, an even shorter playing season in situations where this is already an issue and, more worrying, the temptation to bring about a more rapid recovery through the application of extra fertiliser and water, which will undoubtedly exacerbate the diseased incidence the following autumn and winter.

The R&A Golf Course Committee are in the process of developing best practice guidelines and a research strategy, involving consultation throughout Europe, in an attempt to provide answers to problems such as these which will be facing greenkeepers worldwide in years to come. Regular updates on their progress can be found on the Course Management pages of the R&A website, www.randa.org.

RESTRICTIONS LIFTED

As part of BIGGA's ongoing commitment to Employers throughout the UK we can now inform you of recent Immigration law changes effecting UK employers and adding to the depth and breadth of the labour market.

Over 40,000 Antipodeans, (Australians and New Zealanders), enter the UK each year on a Working Holiday Scheme. This scheme traditionally allowed people under the age of 28 to enter the UK and work to supplement their incomes.

Until now this scheme was restrictive to people wishing to pursue a long term career path. From today these restrictions have been lifted on the type of work that can be undertaken, allowing people to follow their chosen career path and work for the full two years of their visa. Also, the age limit has been raised to 30.

The changes create more flexibility for employers to retain these workers. After working in the UK for 12 months with a company, this experience can count towards a UK work permit. A work permit is issued to allow an individual to stay with an employer and reside in the UK for a period of four years, and can lead on to residency.

The bottom line: UK employers will now be able to secure a long term commitment from antipodean staff, and invest in their development.

LAST CHANCE

Anyone who has not yet entered this year’s National Championship, sponsored by the Greenkeeping Supply Company, to take place at Coxmoor and Hollinwell Golf Clubs on 6 & 7 October, and who wishes to do so should contact BIGGA HOUSE as soon as possible to request an entry form.

Entries are strictly limited to 100 and places are allocated on a first come first served basis.

MIDLAND SNOOKER

“The Nigel Tyler, of Alpha Amenity, Snooker Evening” run by the Midland Section was held at that infamous venue, “The Perfection Club”, at Stirchley, in Birmingham. Not only did Alpha Amenity stand the players an extensive buffet, they were also gracious enough to afford the Lights, and prizes to boot. On the evening there were 17 players of which was eventually, after some fiercely contested battles, whittled down to two for the final: Robert and John Tomlin with John emerging the victor.
UN-SUNG HEROES - GIVE THEM A BREAK

Terrain Aeration are to acknowledge the scores of un-sung heroes among greenkeepers and groundsmen.

Nominated by you, as a practising member of either profession, the lucky winners - one greenkeeper and one groundsman - will receive the hire of a village house in the South of France for the week of their choice, plus £150 towards travelling expenses.

Judged by a panel of three, Gordon Child, BIGGA; Derek Walder, IOG and Tim Lodge, STRI, the winners will be announced at BTME 2004, in time for them to prepare for their unexpected holiday.

The judges will not necessarily be looking for outstanding turf care skills (there are awards for these already), but individuals who have shown outstanding dedication either to their jobs or the welfare of their colleagues, and whose contribution has made a significant difference to the quality of working life, at their particular work place.

Application form can be obtained Terrain Aeration at Saltex.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Bill Lawson, a doyen of the greencare industry and former Course Manager of Heswell Golf Club on the Wirral, has just celebrated his 70th birthday and has the wishes of his many friends as he enjoys his septuagenarian years.

ALISDAIR MACLAREN

Unfortunately I have to report another loss to the greencare fraternity with the untimely death of Alisdair MacLaren at the age of 60. Alisdair was a stalwart member of the Scottish Region where for many years he was the Education Officer and in particular the North Section where he was Chairman and Education representative.

Originally from a farming background Alisdair moved into greencare in the Speyside Area looking after the 9-hole course at Nethybridge. At one point he was running three nine-hole golf courses in the area as well as building the par-3 course at Grantown-on-Spey called Craggan.

Despite these commitments he always made time to attend education meetings on behalf of the Association and never missed Regional Section meetings.

NEW MANAGER

Countrywide has appointment Martin Townsend as their new Turf and Amenity Sales Manager.

Martin Townsend joins Countrywide from Scotts UK, with a wealth of knowledge in the industry stemmed from his early days in the 1970s as an apprentice cricketer and groundsman at Lords Cricket Ground. From 1976 until 1989 Martin held posts of Head Groundsman and Head Greencare.

He then moved into the Amenity Distribution side of the industry, a natural transition for a man who is always up for a challenge, during this and subsequent roles. Following 10 successful years as a Technical Sales Manager working predominately in the south west of the country Martin joined Scotts UK Professional four years ago as Senior Sales Manager for the South West, South Wales and the Channel Isles.

Martin’s remit is to build a sales and distribution Turf & Amenity business that will run along side and compliment the portfolio of Countrywide’s products and services available throughout the midlands, southern England and Wales.

Superior Golf Club
The Black Diamond
is now available

Cleaning Machine
Golf Club Polisher in Europe

The CLUB POLISHER™ is a fully automated machine, designed to accommodate up to 10 irons in a single cycle and operates in less than 90 seconds!

Improve your game... Get in the groove

Before

After

Achieve Your International Goals

All over the world sports are expected to be played on first class surfaces. Our MSc Sports Surface Technology will teach you the skills needed to create and maintain outstanding surfaces, increasing your earning power and opening up worldwide career opportunities.

- Over a maximum of five years you will complete all ten plus a research project which can be carried out at your own venue.
- We can also offer a one year full time course. Apply now to start in October 2003.

Supported by the Institute of Groundsmanship, British and International Golf Greenkeepers Association and the Football Association as well as other leading professional bodies and industrial organisations.

Bursaries available

For further details please contact Sue O’Neill, Student Enquiries, Cranfield University, Silsoe, Bedford MK45 4DT.
Tel: 01525 863319 Fax: 01525 863399
Email: StudentEnquiries.silsoe@cranfield.ac.uk
www.silsoe.cranfield.ac.uk
SUNSHINE ON LEITH!

PETER BOYD REPORTS ON THE SCOTTISH NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

The Scottish National Championships took place over the Kintyre Course at the Turnberry Hotel on the Ayrshire coast, home to our National Chairman George Brown in June.

The Kintyre course has undergone major changes and now ranks with the very best in the country and during 2003 will be host to another major event the British Seniors Open and in 2004 it will be one of the qualifying courses for the Open at Troon.

With 80 competitors taking part the course was in immaculate condition. With the first players due to play at 10am, play looked in doubt when literally the heavens opened up and we experienced horrendous conditions, rain everywhere, the greens were flooded and the fairway's in some cases completely under water, but credit to Martin Lothian, Jimmy Johnstone and their staff who worked tirelessly to get play started. Play soon got under way and with the overhead conditions improving greatly and the usual sea coast breezes this made the playing of the course very difficult, but never-the-less there were some excellent scores returned, none more so than David Leith, from St Andrews, who posted the winning score of 71 and was Scottish Champion for 2003 winning the SGGA Challenge Cup.

The Friendship Trophy for the Best Nett went to Paul Conway of Alyth with a score of 72.

The prizes were presented by George Brown, Chairman of BIGGA who welcomed everyone to Turnberry and hoped that everyone had enjoyed the experience of playing over the Kintyre Course. Archie Dunn the Scottish Chairman on behalf of the competitors thanked George and the Management of Turnberry for hosting the event.


NOVOZYMES BIOLOGICALS

Novozymes Biologicals has announced the acquisition of Roots Inc., a leader in the development and application of organic based fertilizers, mycorrhizal fungi, biostimulants, and micronutrients for the turf, ornamentals, horticultural, landscaping and agricultural markets. This acquisition is effective June 19th, 2003.

Novozymes Biologicals, part of the Danish company Novozymes A/S, world leader in enzymes for industrial use, has been developing and selling a range of biological products for the Turf Industry as well as the Home & Garden sector.

Roots and Novozymes believe that this consolidation will provide many benefits to the market, including:

- A combination of technologies and products from both companies to accelerate new product development efforts.
- New manufacturing processes, equipment and know how to increase the ability to supply a wider variety of products and product forms.
- The creation of an "in the field" Field Development Group to accelerate Novozymes introduction of new plant care products and provide improved technical assistance to customers.

The acquisition of Roots reflects Novozymes' strategic commitment to the plant care market with a goal to greatly increase the use of environmental friendly products, to reduce dependency on chemical fertilizers and pesticides while delivering high quality compounds to the market.

Best example is Novozymes' EcoGuard Biofungicide, a novel fungicide for control of fungal diseases that has recently received US EPA approval for use on turf and nursery corps in February 2003.

Novozymes' research and development team has already initiated several key "synergy projects" designed to bring new product technology to the market.
Ken Richardson describes his annual trek in search of this year’s Toro Student of the Year finalists.

The TORO Student of the Year Competition 2003

When I started this job in 1994, nobody told me that it might involve walking through Glasgow at 11.30 pm on a Sunday night. It was all part of life’s rich experience and I soon reached my hotel for the night and the venue of the Scottish Regional Final of the Toro Student of the Year Competition.

Now in its 13th year, the Toro Student of the Year Competition aims to find the top student greenkeeper from the 3500 greenkeepers under training each year. The Regional Finals, held in Glasgow, Manchester, Cheltenham and Harpenden, aimed to select eight candidates for the National Final, which will be held, this year, at BIGGA HOUSE on September 29.

George MacDonald from Toro, Jim Paton and myself gathered together on Monday, June 30 to interview seven Scottish Student Greenkeepers. It was encouraging to see such a high standard of presentation from all seven candidates and there was little to choose between them. However, the judges had to make a decision and selected Paul Todd as the Scottish Regional Winner.

Paul Todd, who is 27, is the Deputy Head Greenkeeper at Lanark Golf Club, where he has been for six years. Paul has been a greenkeeper since he was 16, starting as a summer boy. An excellent golfer, he currently plays off 1.7, Paul feels that he has learned a great deal from his Head Greenkeeper, Jim Lyon. Currently studying Level 3 at Oatridge College, Paul has aspirations to run his own course and would like to work overseas.

A lengthy journey from Glasgow to York surrounded by a large group of noisy Russian teenagers and an early morning drive to Manchester Airport led to the next judging location where I was joined by Trevor Chard from Toro and Andy Campbell MG CGCS, vice Chairman of BIGGA. A long day of judging resulted in us selecting two candidates from the North plus an Irish Finalist.

The Finalists from the North are Keith Scrutton and John Talbot with Justin Waddell chosen to represent Ireland.

Keith Scrutton is 29 and is the Head Greenkeeper at Colne Golf Club, where he has been since the beginning of 2003. Keith has been involved in golf course maintenance since 1989, starting with summer work at Darwen Golf Club. Currently studying for an HND at Myerscough College, Keith has had to fit his studying around the demands of his young family. Another keen golfer, playing off 8, Keith has ambitions to manage an Open Championship venue.

John Talbot is a native of the North East and is currently the Head Greenkeeper at Ravensworth Golf Club. Currently studying for an HNC at Askham Bryan College, John wants to continue with his education and wants to study for an MSc at Cranfield University. Another golfer, John plays off 8 and plays regularly in Competitions. John’s ambitions include managing a top course in the United Kingdom.
Justin Waddell is a 24 years old Assistant Greenkeeper from Northern Ireland, where he works at the Fort William Club. Justin has been a greenkeeper for six years, four of which have been at his current club. Justin has ambitions to become qualified to Head Greenkeeper standard by the time he is 25 and is currently studying Level 3 at Greenmount College. Justin plays golf off 16 and is an exponent of Kick Boxing.

Back in the car for another long journey saw me crossing the M6 five times in an attempt to bypass an accident at Mere, some 10 miles from Manchester Airport. I eventually reached Cheltenham, where I met up with Peter Mansfield, from Toro and Gordon Irvine MG to judge the candidates from the South West and Wales. Dylan Hughes and Bobby Vining were selected to progress to the National Final.

Dylan Hughes, as his name suggests, is a native of North Wales, and he works as the First Assistant at Pwllheli Golf Club, where he has been for seven years. Now studying for his Level 3 NVQ at Welsh College, Dylan has a range of other qualifications including an NVQ in Forestry. Dylan plays golf when he can spare the time from his project to renovate a 19th Century cottage. He wants to progress to be a Course Manager, running his own golf course.

Bobby Vining is a 23 years old Assistant Greenkeeper at Mendip Spring Golf Club, where he has worked for just under two years. A love of golf led Bobby to Mendip Spring where he has developed his skills under the supervision of his Course Manager, Ian Harrison. Currently studying NVQ 2 at Cannington College, Bobby is keen to learn about the full range of jobs on a golf course and see how greenkeepers cope in warm weather areas, where he may even be able to indulge another of his passions, American Sports.

The penultimate leg of my travels took me to Harpenden where Graeme Francis, from Toro and Ian Semple, joined me to judge the candidates from the South East and the Midlands. After a long day judging 10 candidates, we chose Martyn Gray and Robert George to progress to the National Final.

Martyn Gray is an Assistant Greenkeeper at Bramley Golf Club which is situated near to Guildford. Now 19 years old, Martyn began his involvement with greenkeeping through work experience when he was still at school. Martyn gained a National Certificate through study at Merrist Wood College where has now completed his Level 3 NVQ. A relative newcomer to greenkeeping, he has ambitions to move quickly through the ranks to become a Course Manager.

Robert George is the Deputu to last year’s TORO Student of the Year, Murray Long, at Coombe Hill Golf Club. A native of Australia, Robert decided to travel the World after a successful greenkeeping career ‘Down Under’. As well as moving quickly through the ranks in the UK, Robert has got married and now has two children. He is studying his Level 3 at NESCOT and hopes to become qualified this year. As well as playing golf off a handicap of 6, Robert plays National League Baseball, the highest standard in the UK.

The final leg of my journey was back home to North Yorkshire where I could recover from my tiring but, nonetheless, enjoyable week. Interviewing candidates for this competition has always given me a boost, confirming that I am contributing to the rapid increase in qualified greenkeepers. Standards continue to rise each year and the majority of greenkeepers now hold formal qualifications, present themselves very professionally at interview and have the full support of their golf clubs.

All eight candidates will assemble at BIGGA House on 28/29 September where they will again be interviewed by a panel of judges and be asked to conduct a survey of the Aldwark Manor Golf Course. The National Winner receives the Toro Scholarship which includes an eight week trip to the USA with six weeks at the University of Massachusetts and a visit to the GCSAA Conference and Show in San Diego.
Dear Editor

I read your welcome note in the June magazine and appreciate your candour about getting out on the wrong side of the bed but I am glad you brought up the fact that the turf grass profession takes regular hits from people like Mr. Humphries and nobody stands up for the profession in your country, except you.

I call this a profession because here in this country it is classed as a profession and recognised as a good career in part by constant information and media awareness being made available to anyone who questions the Superintendents role and how he or she may have got to that position. If someone of Mr. Humphries’ stature were to criticise the education and training of Superintendents I can assure you, there would immediately be a rebuff from the GCSAA in the national press the very next day or there would be plenty of information to back up and give credit to the courses taken by young superintendents. There is no industry rebuff given, (except by you of course).

If Mr. Humphries thinks that these courses taken by the vast majority of future Superintendents in your country are so called “Mickey Mouse” courses then he is in turn insulting some of the best Golf Course Superintendent in America. Why? because right now four of the top ten courses in America have UK educated trainees on their courses. There are many other courses in the country including Pinehurst and Augusta that request British educated trainees every year from our Program here at The Ohio State University.

The recent US Open had a young man from Myerscough College on the course; Augusta had a young lady do an internship there in 2002 (refer to your article of April this year) and there will be another Myerscough student interning at The Ryder Cup in 2004. If, as Mr. Humphries says, you need to get rid of these “Mickey Mouse” courses, maybe he needs to be made aware of how well respected the recipients of these courses are over here in the States. Maybe industry need to put their foot down and demand a little more respect from the politicians, after all, where would they go play their golf if the Superintendents went on strike and did not mow the grass!!! If that is all they think they do with this education?

Michael O’Keefe
Via email

Dear Editor

I am writing this letter to you at present in a state of annoyance, having once again been rejected following yet another interview for a Head Greenkeeper’s post somewhere in the country. I am actually Head Greenkeeper on a nine hole course at present, a post I have held for some considerable time. I have to say from the start that I certainly do not have any problems with fellow Greenkeepers being offered these positions instead of me, as I know there have to be other more qualified and experienced colleagues around.

I am actually writing to you for some advice from yourself and any other Greenkeepers who could possibly help. Please can someone tell me where I need to go to receive training in being a Greenkeeper who is capable of looking after an 18-hole course, rather than a nine hole course? I have probably had more interviews than years I have worked on golf courses, which amounts to quite a lot, and practically every response I get when I phone up after receiving the bad news is the same. “Thank you very much Mr X for coming along, everyone on the panel thought you were very good and came across really well - unfortunately you have not got the management experience required to run an 18 hole course.”

In light of this I would like to ask if there are any colleges I could go to receive the type of specialist training that is obviously required in order for me to make the step up to an eighteen hole course. I already have heaps of training behind me but unfortunately I must have gone to the only Greenkeeping College in the country that specialises in nine-hole golf courses!

I look forward to hearing from these training providers soon. In the mean time on a more serious note I would ask any course who is looking for staff not to totally dismiss the large group of nine holeers, such as myself. After all we are only half the size of you big boys with probably half or less staff, budgets and resources to look after the course. I am sure you will agree this makes us just as able, if not more so, to run and maintain an eighteen-hole course to the high standards demanded of us by all members and visitors alike.

Name withheld

Dear Editor

The article by two American professors on the use of ‘waste-water’ for golf course irrigation seems to me to miss a very fairness it does accept that such materials encourage algal bloom and others may be toxic.

What it does not state is that such content or contamination is undesirable or indeed harmful. The main problem with waste water is that it does contain many products with undesirable side effects. No reputable agronomist would dare to suggest that our golf greens (old or new) need trace elements. Good ones and good greenkeepers would agree that we want no phosphates, only controlled nitrogen and a little occasional potash.

The authors correctly state that most waste water, pre-treated for application to public sites are satisfactory (in the absence of better alternatives) for the irrigation of golf courses. I and many others would disagree that routine fertiliser management needs to be ‘adjusted’ - the problem with waste water is their ‘contamination’ with so called nutrients - all we want from our irrigation water is that it should be wet!

In passing could I also protest about the ever increasing use of the term ‘fertilisation’ - when what the preparators mean is fertiliser treatment. The former relates to reproduction not nutrition and grates as much as Greens committees which if they deal with anything are dealing with cabbages. It is the green - the whole course that greenkeepers manage.

Jim Arthur
Honorary Member
BIGGA's Membership Department would like to welcome 51 new members to the Association.

SEE YOU AT SALTEx

BIGGA are once again exhibiting at Saltex on 2nd - 4th September at Windsor Racecourse on Stand G01.

Gemma from Membership Services is going to be available on the stand to answer all your membership questions. Whether you want to renew your membership, change your address or employment details or collect new membership forms. As ever we will have cameras at the ready for any of you still to provide a photo for your membership card. Gemma will also be able to answer your questions on the new benefits introduced this year such as Lex Personal Car Leasing and the two Silverknight products.

Sam from the Education and Training Department will also be on the stand to deal with any education queries including the BTME Continue to Learn Training Programme, Master Greenkeeper Certificate and Continuing Professional Development.

If you wish to discuss advertising in Greenkeeper International or exhibiting at BTME and ClubHouse, Rosie Hancher, Sales Manager and Cheryl Broomhead, Sales Executive will be available from Sales along with Pauline Thompson, Exhibitions Organiser.

Also in attendance will be Deputy Executive Director, John Pemberton and Communications Manager and Editor, Scott MacCallum who will all be more than happy to answer any queries you may have about the Association.

We're giving away a fantastic digital camera to one lucky member. The camera features a movie facility and a multi mode flash. It has a 1.5" LCD screen and a picture resolution of 2 million pixels. The package also includes a memory card.

To enter the prize draw all you have to do is introduce one or more new greenkeeping members to BIGGA. Make sure your name goes on their application form as the person who referred them and we will enter your name into the draw. Remember the more new members you refer the more chances you have to win!

The draw will take place on 1st October and the winner will be announced in the November edition of Greenkeeper International.

Call Gemma today in Membership Services on 01347 833800 to request a new member application form.

WIN A DIGITAL CAMERA

Our congratulations go to August's winner, Benjamin Allen from Queenwood Golf Club who's message was posted on the 1st July under the 'Education and Training for Greenkeepers' section.

August's Member Draw Winner

Just introduce one or more new greenkeeping members to BIGGA and your name will be placed into a draw to win a fantastic BIGGA Clock/calculator/calendar and alarm. Our congratulations to August's winner; Geoff Smith of Abridge Golf & Country Club.

Win a Digital Camera

Message of the Month Winner

August's Membership Draw Winner

August's Membership Draw Winner

Note: This text includes a mix of promotional content, membership information, and a congratulations message for a winner of a digital camera.
TURF AERATOR SPECIALISTS
Leading the field in aeration technology

» Five pedestrian models, two tractor models, and one turf vehicle mounting.
  (From 18" to 72" swath).
» GROUNDSMAN'S rugged sealed bearing mechanism is maintenance free and carries a 24 month factory warranty. Its patented mechanism moves the tines back after plunging into the ground giving a cleaner action which requires no turf rails.
> Patented core collection attachment (aeration and core collection in one pass).
> Fast coverage (up to 6000 sq yd /@3" crs)
» Quick change tine holders (under 2-min each).
» From micro to jumbo tines, hollow, solid and chisel tines
> Depth adjustable up to 5".

Core and collect in one pass

Call us for ...
- Literature
- Product video
- Demonstration
- Dealer contact
or just discuss your requirements

COMPACT SIDEARM FLAIL MOWER

- Sliding counter balance oil tank for increased stability on compact tractors
- Robust heavy duty construction
- Optional fingerbar

FLAIL MOWERS/SCARIFIER COLLECTOR

- High quality cut with scarifying option
- Efficient collection of grass, leaves and scarifying remains
- Ground or high tip
- For tractors 20-80hp

Irrigation & Drainage
Specialists for fine turf

» Drainage / Irrigation specialists
» Moleplough & trenchers available
» Alterations & new contracts undertaken
» Trenchers with Automatic Conveyors
» Green Micro Banding using "Lytag"
» Specialists in fine turf projects
» Latest Laser Guided Trenches

John Kukla has been appointed European Service & Installation Manager for North Staffs Irrigation

DESIGN • INSTALLATION • SERVICE
North Staffs Irrigation Ltd
Ivy Mill, Longton Road, Stone, Staffs ST15 8TB
Tel: 01785 812706 • Fax: 01785 811747
email: NSIrrigation@aol.com

www.northstaffsirrigation.co.uk

Contact Bill Warke
Tel: 028 276 67049 Fax: 028 276 66855
Email: bwarke@groundsmaindustries.co.uk

 Spend more time on the greens...

While we take care of your insurance needs

BIGGA members can now call just one number to plan their insurance needs. Contact us today for a no obligation chat. Our rates, service and advice are just a small part of a much bigger package.

- Motor vehicles/Motorcycles – competitive quotes taken from a wide panel of insurers
- Household – discounts for combining building and contents policy
- Travel Insurance – generous cover limits
- Pet – protection against the costs of veterinary care
- Caravans – comprehensive cover to suit frequent or infrequent users
- Life Assurance – protection to meet your specific needs
- Mortgages – products on offer from a panel of providers
- Personal Loans – Up to £50,000 at preferential rates (subject to status)

For a competitive quote call now on 01603 828 255

Heath Lambert Affinity Partnerships is a trading name of Heath Lambert Consulting Limited (HLC) and Heath Lambert Limited (members of the General Insurance Standards Council). HLC are regulated and authorised by the Financial Services Authority. HLC: Registered No. 0772117. HIL: Registered No. 1199129. England and Wales. Registered Office: Mary Court, Crutched Friars, London EC1N 2NP.

Affinity Partnerships

Heath Lambert Group
The Lure of Woodhall Spa

Scott MacCallum travelled to Woodhall Spa to meet up with Peter Wisbey, a man who gave up the sunshine of Portugal to take on a great new challenge.

Ten years after taking the brave decision to move to Portugal at the age of 40 Peter Wisbey had made such an impact in his time on the Algarve, and enjoyed it so much, that those who knew him would have said that it would have taken one hell of a job to lure him back to his homeland.

The fact that seven years on from then he and I are sitting in his office, deep in the heart of Lincolnshire, and that the enthusiasm for greenkeeping he exudes says much for the position he now occupies.

As Courses Manager at Woodhall Spa, the English Golf Unions home and Centre of Excellence, Peter has all the challenges he could ever ask for - looking after the world renowned Hotchkin Course; the newer Bracken Course, which opened for play in 1998; a fabulous training academy, in addition to speaking at many of the EGU Road Shows and generally acting as the Unions front man on matters greenkeeping.

One of the attractions of returning to the UK was the chance to get back to traditional British greenkeeping.

I've always been a traditionalist. For example at North Foreland GC in Kent, where I was for 22 years before heading to Portugal, we produced our own compost and top dressings. Now we are doing the same here as well. The amount of micro flora and fauna it contains is, in my opinion, far greater than in any commercial product and aids the conversion to the finer grasses.

It was part of my upbringing, working with Jim Arthur when North Foreland became an Open Qualifier in 1981 and 1985 reinforced my own beliefs. I'm certainly a minimalist with the regard to the amount of fertiliser and water I use.

However, one of the things I learned very quickly at San Lorenzo and Pinhieros Altos, both in Portugal, was that growing in a new course is completely different to maintaining an existing one. You almost have to grow a crop," said the man who in his time on the Algarve managed all four courses on the Quinta do Lago Estate.

"I would liken it to bringing up a child. If you fed a baby as regularly as you fed an adult it would die, so you need to feed more aggressively and then, once you have proper cover, you can start greenkeeping.

"I loved the challenges that different grasses, climate and language presented.

That said it was good to come to such a great course and be able to get back into some good traditional British greenkeeping. We do a lot of aeration, particularly on the Hotchkin Course, in the months between the end of October and the end of March and we slit the greens and fairways, weather allowing every week. Whenever possible during this same period we use the Shattermaster and Vertidrain.
We solid spike on a monthly basis throughout the summer as well as using the sorrel fitment on the Toro Sandpro as frequently as possible. We apply minimal nitrogen and potassium to the greens, something along the lines of 60-70 kilos per hectare every year on the greens and tees and we've got some good grasses. I'm also a great believer in Farmura and seaweed liquids and these we apply on a monthly basis.

Being in charge of the EGU's courses does bring its pressures. "One of the difficulties of working for a place which is so much in the public eye is that the majority of the golf played is visitor golf as opposed to local members - probably 80-20. There are some 800,000 EGU members and this is their home of golf. Some of them may only come here once and they come with very high expectations. We also have to keep the pricing structures fair so we probably offer the best value of any comparable course in the country."

The Hotchkin Course has been ranked in the top 30 in the world and is currently ranked as the number one inland course in England. If people come to play the number one course they expect it to be in the first class condition.

"We greenkeepers know that it is impossible to keep a golf course in prime condition all the time, and while I don't like peaks and troughs but more of a gentle ripple, there is always a little drop off from time to time."

Peter recalls a lunch he had with the then pro at Gleneagles, Ian Marchbank, who gave him some advice he has held on to ever since.

"He told me that clients will always go away and remember the course as it was on the day they played it. It's obvious really, but sometimes not until you are told. Golfers are not interested in how the course was last week or how it will be next week, and while at members clubs the members will understand, if it is communicated well, what you are trying to achieve and the benefits to them on the longer term, here we have so many visitors year round that cannot apply this philosophy to the same extent. It is the same at the likes of Tumbaerry and Wentworth."

Peter has become increasingly aware of the need to be customer focussed and has some interesting thoughts on the issue.

"You hear greenkeepers saying occasionally, 'If the golfer doesn't like it, well tough.' I'm afraid that's not a reality any more, if indeed it ever was. We are living and working in a buyers' market. If a group of golfers are coming here but the package is not acceptable they simply go elsewhere.

"It is important to realise that we are selling time and if we don't sell it today, it's gone forever. It's not like selling mowers or tractors when if you don't sell this week you can sell it the next" said Peter, whose machinery comes from Toro, with whom, along with Lely, he has had a strong relationship for many years and whose praises he sings loudly. "They consistently supply us with product and service that is second to none in my experience" he remarked.

With that in mind Peter, his Deputy Sam Rhodes, Head Mechanic, Bart Wilson, and their 16 strong team, work closely with the golf operations staff to ensure everything possible is done to ensure visitors have as enjoyable experience that maintenance operations are carried out to avoid conflict.

"We know the bookings two weeks ahead of time, major events at least two years ahead, and every evening the following days start sheet is faxed to me so the next morning we know who will be out on the golf course. I put a copy of this on the mess room tables so the guys know exactly where the gaps in play are so we can, wherever possible, work without interfering with peoples enjoyment."

Woodhall Spa is a remarkable golfing venue. From most directions it appears to be in the middle of nowhere and even within a couple of miles of the sleepy little village you would wager large sums against a world class golf course being nearby.

"People are amazed when they travel across the fenland and find this wonderful heathland golf course. It really is an oasis."

The original layout was by Harry Colt and when the Hotchkin family bought it, Colonel Hotchkin changed it to the present layout in 1920.

"When I first heard that the owner has redesigned it I did not realise that Colonel Hotchkin was a renowned architect. In partnership with Guy Campbell he designed West Sussex, Stoke Rochford, Leeds Castle to name but a few in this country, as well as five very good courses in South Africa. He wasn't just dabbling that's for sure."

The Hotchkin Course is a classic with every hole presenting its own challenge with very few running in the same direction. There are three fantastic par-3s with the 12th regarded as one of the best short holes in the world. The bunkers are fabled. There are many of them and they are known for their depth.

"They say a bunker should cost you half a stroke but these can do more damage than that. We had the English Amateur here four years ago and one guy came to the 12th three under-par and when he left he was something like 10 over! Without ever being unfair it can destroy the unwary."

From a maintenance perspective the Hotchkin is very labour intensive thanks to its very steep sided bunkers and tees. At least 80% of the tees surrounds cannot be mown with a ride on mower.

Therefore there is a lot of flymowing and strimming to be done. Scotts Shortcut has been a Godsend and reduced the frequency of this operation.
Another interesting element of the course is the fact that it is very natural and doesn't lend itself to over presentation.

"When people do come here it is a case of educating them as to what they should expect to find. We don't have fairway irrigation so when people visit from an irrigated golf course they are sometimes surprised by what they find. In the dry weather it's firm, brown and fiery. This is how we feel a true heathland course should be presented. The Officers of the Union are 100% behind us in this philosophy. It's about education," said Peter, who is often involved with the EGU Road Shows which visit about six or seven golf clubs a year and talk to Chairs of Green, Secretaries and occasionally greenkeepers.

"There is a view as to whether we best serve the greenkeeping community by having greenkeepers at these events or whether they should be aimed solely at the committee and Club Managers. When it is a mixed audience the agronomists who speak can only talk at a very basic level and greenkeepers can go home disappointed, but perhaps the Chairmen of Green might have learned something which could result in less pressure or more support being given on their return."

---

**We test where others guess**

**Don't gamble with your top dressing**

Is your top dressing compatible with your rootzone? We can take the guesswork out of choosing the right top dressing by taking core samples from your existing profile and analysing them at our laboratory. Using our custom designed software we can then identify the most suitable top dressing for your green.

To find out more call us on 01477 572462 or visit our website at www.rufford.com
The HydroMulch Series 200S and the larger Series 400T make hydroseeding of:

- Tees
- Pathways
- Drainage Lines
- Bunker Faces
- Heavy Wear Areas
- Goal Mouths
- Renovation
- Drainage Lines

economical and at price you can afford. With a range of products to help you achieve the prefect result:

**Penn Mulch** - a pelleted mulch containing fertilizer, Polymer Gel for water retention and colourant.

**HydroMulch Premium Plus** - is a fibre hydroseeding mulch containing Tackifier to prevent water run off and erosion of the treated area.

Other products in the range:

- HydroDye Green Mulch Colourant helps identify areas covered and improving visual appearance.
- Hydrolizer Seed Starter is a high phosphate seed starter fertilizer.
- Hydrotack Tackifier will aid germination by fixing the fertilizer in place thereby increasing the nutrition yield.
- Hydroswell Polymer Gel is a water retention polymer to store moisture and nutrients.

**COME AND SEE US AT SALTEX**
2-4 SEPTEMBER 2003, STAND P8
OR FOR NO OBLIGATION DEMONSTRATION AND FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
When the EGU bought Woodhall Spa seven years ago it was felt that a second golf course was required and Donald Steel was commissioned to design the Bracken Course and it has turned into another fine test.

"At a lot of 36-hole complexes the second course is looked upon as the poor relation no matter how good it is. What attracts people here is the Hotchkin, but once they are here they find that the Bracken is a lot better than they were expecting," said Peter, who took the opportunity to put right the myth that Woodhall Spa is supported by the affiliation fees paid to the EGU, but that the golf course operation has to be self supporting."

The Bracken has given Peter more than a few headaches along the way however.

"It is built on clay and running sand. The land was mostly commercial woodland and very impoverished with a pH as low as 3.5 in some areas. You can maintain grass at that but it not easy to establish grass cover. But never say never, we had to use quite a bit of lime to get establishment in those areas and the soil is very aggressive with such a high acid content. Indeed we found that within five years some of the irrigation bolts have corroded and disappeared. The irrigation specialists said they had never seen bolts attacked so quickly. They are now replacing them all with stainless steel."

A main framework of drains was also put in, Peter felt more were needed and worked closely with David Shelton, of Sheltons Drainage Solutions, who coincidently happened to be in the same Rotary Club as Peter.

"He showed me some of his equipment and we hired a gravel bander from him, eventually buying one ourselves. Now nearly all the fairways have been covered to 40cm centres with slits backfilled with Lytag. We can now play right the way through the winter with no stoppages or the need to take trolleys off."

Peter admits that they have had problems establishing the bent grasses in the Bracken greens and suffered with poa infestation.

"We started by handpicking the poa but quite honestly it was like painting the Forth Bridge and now we try other ways of minimising it. Some people talk about not needing to add micro nutrients but we have very low magnesium and manganese levels and we have had to put those elements down. "We've had good results and I don't think we would be where we are now if we hadn't added micro nutrient packages almost on a fortnightly basis. As I said about the lime, I don't think you can ever say never."

The magnificent training academy is the equivalent of another nine holes in terms of work for the team, with 4,000 square metres of tee and 3,000 square metres of green but it is something special.

"We've got a large putting green, three chipping greens, bunkers, a very large tee with five target greens each set at a different angle and any shot on any type of golf course can be replicated," said Peter, who explained that the facility was used by everyone from the England Elite squads through to county and even club teams.

He is well aware that as Courses Manager at the EGU's Headquarters he must be seen to be a paragon of good practice and he is quite comfortable with the spotlight on him.

"It is easy for people to be critical and I am there to be shot at, but we do try to make sure that correct practice is in place and an example set. This from record keeping, health and safety etc. right through to turf management. It's a state of affairs with which Peter is very happy and you can be sure that despite the fact that the weather is perhaps not Algarvian he is more than happy to be working back in England."

Photographs courtesy of Eric Hepworth
Everyone has their idea of what the best aerator should be like.

Introducing all of them rolled into one.

The Toro ProCore Series of aerators gives the best performance on greens, tees and fairways, improving the health and presentation of your turf.

These tractor-mounted units outperform all others on the course whatever the season, ground conditions or size of task.

Whether you need to get water to the roots in a drought or require larger tines for ultra-effective drainage when it's wet, the ProCore's technologically-advanced features and greater productivity will produce long-term savings.

There are three models, with working widths of 40, 60 and 80 inches. Which means you can choose between a ProCore that's suitable for greens, tees, fairways and all large turf areas.

Other models in the wide range of Toro aerators include the highly productive and durable pedestrian Greens Aerator, as well as the Turf and Fairway machines. So there's a Toro aerator designed to meet the individual requirements of your turf.

For the best of all worlds, call Toro on 01480 226800.

Choose the model that suits you: ProCore 440 or 660, or 880 that aerates up to two acres an hour.

TORO Commercial and Irrigation Products distributed by Lely (UK) Limited, St Neots Cambridgeshire PE19 1QH. Tel: 01480 226800 Email: toro.info@lely.co.uk

TORO Commercial Products distributed by Lely Ireland Limited Kilboggin, Nurney, Co. Kildare. Tel: 00 353 (0)45 526170 Email: torosales@lely.ie

www.toro.com
Out of all the turf maintenance operations that are carried out aeration is one of the most important. To substantiate this we need to look at the number of beneficial effects that aeration has to offer to the well being of the turf. A well aerated soil promotes strong healthy growth which in turn deters the development of fibre and thatch. Surface water is quickly absorbed into the rootzone. There is less likelihood of areas of stunted growth and bare patches occurring in which unwanted weeds and grasses can invade and become established. Soil micro-organisms beneficial to the breakdown of organic material thrive. Diseases and fungal attacks are less unlikely to occur on strong healthy growth.

In an ideal world the soil under the turf should always be friable and open. The roots then have the freedom to move and develop and there is always a plentiful supply of water, air and nutrients. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case and the chances of it lasting long are fairly slim. There are a number of contributory factors. The first major drawback is the increased level of players using the course and the fact that golf is now generally played all year round. Soil profile is another possibility; this is often the case where a course was built many years ago and as a consequence suffered from a lack of modern know how.

The key to good aeration is the size and consistence of the air pockets within the soil structure. Getting this right is the challenge. If a soil (sandy) is too open then any nutrients, water and air do not stay in it long enough to benefit the grass. With a heavy soil (clay) the air pockets are very small or non existent. In either case the roots cannot develop and the plants are weak.

The aim is always to produce a good playing surface, but this is not just for the benefit of the golfers but also for the long term well being of the course. A strong sward acts like a cushion when it comes to compaction. Without this cover compaction and subsequent problems rapidly develop. This is often seen on areas of grass which have a considerable amount of foot traffic. Once the grass cover has been worn away the underlying soil quickly forms a hard crust as it becomes compacted. Eventually, virtually nothing can penetrate this crust and certainly very little can grow in it. If a similar situation was occurring under a sparse layer of turf then it would not be long before the effects become evident.

RUBBER CRUMB

To help overcome this problem a number of clubs now use rubber crumb as a top dressing. This is worked into the turf and onto the soil surface - soil where it is said to protect the crowns, rhizomes and stolons. Firstly, any existing compaction problem should be dealt with. An initial dressing of no more than 6mm of crumb is worked into the turf making sure it reaches the soil surface and the crowns. After three weeks another application can be made followed by further ones at intervals until a depth of between 15mm and 19mm is reached. Like all top dressing little and often is recommended. The turf needs to fully recover before foot traffic is allowed over the area. Clubs that have used rubber crumb are reporting satisfactory results. A further extension of the use of this material has taken place during 2003 with a number of companies offering turf grown with it in the root zone.

MECHANICAL AERATION

There is little evidence that any form of aeration was practised until the 1930s. If any was carried out it was probably done using a fork. One of the first pioneers of the practice of aerating the soil to improve the quality of playing surfaces was William Hargreaves. He founded the Cheshire based company of Sisis and worked closely with RB Dawson, of the STRI, in developing machines capable of opening up the soil. These early models were either a hand fork or an aerator mounted on a wheeled hand frame. They were suitable for small areas but it became obvious that a much larger unit was required. Sisis' answer, the first horse drawn aerator, was sold to Doncaster Racecourse. The Royal Liverpool Golf Club was later to buy the first tractor towed unit.
Like the development of the mechanical mower, golf clubs were
reluctant to fund new innovative products. It was not until 1964 when
Sisis launched a motorised version of the pushed aerator.

One question that does arise from those early days was that were the
tines actually penetrating enough to have any beneficial effect? The
answer is probably no, although breaking up any surface crust must have
helped.

Today, a wide range of machinery and systems are available to provide
all round aeration for most types of soil.

TINES

The early machines were fitted with a solid tine but in 1950 Sisis
introduced a flat tine which produced a larger hole giving a greater area of
soil exposure for the intake of moisture, air and water. This type of tine
was said to have another benefit. Its action prunes the roots and thus
encourages new growth.

The hollow tine is the third type that is now available and whilst this
helps relieve compaction its main purpose is as a method of soil exchange.
Because soil is removed in the form of cores they have to be cleared up.
Machines are now available specifically designed to carry out this task plus
some leaf sweeping units are also capable of collecting cores. There is the
possibility that if hollow tining is carried out too frequently a soft and not
very resilient sward is produced. Another problem that has been known to
occur is that the holes created can become breeding grounds for weeds
and unwanted grass species.

Tines have their place in aeration but one aspect that tends to be
overlooked is that by their action of punching a hole in the soil they do in
fact cause a certain amount of compaction. However, the benefits of
frequent tine aeration far outweigh the side affects.

Over the years designers have perfected ways of getting the tines into
the soil. The simplest system uses some form of rotor to which a number
of tines are attached at given intervals. The more sophisticated machines
punch the tines into the ground using a form of cam drive. With the wide
tractor operated units it is now possible to aerate large areas of turf in a
relatively short period of time.

There are now over 36 companies offering various forms of aerators
here in the UK.

SAREL OR SORREL ROLLER

In the early days back at the beginning of the last century some
greenkeepers used a roller with spikes as a simple form of aeration. In fact
this type of unit which became known as the sarel/sorrel roller has a very
beneficial advantage. Used on a regular bases it breaks up any crust that
tends to form on the soil's surface and allows the air, nutrient and
especially water to start its journey down to the roots. One of these units is
ideal to complement irrigation as it allows water access and minimises run
off. A number of these units are now available including attachment
cassettes for certain makes of mower.

VERTIDRAINING

The biggest change in aeration occurred with the introduction of the
vertidrain in the early 1980's. Up to this point you could say aerators had
been barely penetrating the rootzone layer and deep compaction was still
a problem. The vertidrain principle is relatively simple. The tines are driven
deep into the soil structure and a heave or levering action, similar to that
of a fork when digging, is applied. The amount of lift can be adjusted to
ensure any surface disturbance is minimal. Below the surface the
compacted layers are broken up leaving pockets into which the plant's
essential elements can percolate.

Another advantage of this type of deep aeration is that top dressing
can be introduced into the holes providing extra drainage. Conditions need
to be right. If the soil is wet there is a much greater chance of smearing the
holes and where the soil is dry penetration is impaired. The machine also
has to be operated at the correct speed otherwise surface damage can
easily occur. There is a skill to good vertidraining and when the operation
is carried out is important to its success. For this reason a lot of golf
courses have invested in a vertidrain rather than waiting in a queue for a
contractor.

Fortunately, vertidrainers are now more competitively priced, which
brings their purchase within most golf course budgets.

Vertidraining is not always the answer and for very deep compaction an
alternative solution for breaking it up needs to be sought.
COMPRESSED AIR PROBES
A method of deep aeration that has been used by a number of clubs over recent months uses a hollow probe which is hydraulically driven into the soil to a depth of one metre. The process is then repeated at two metre intervals in a grid pattern. Once the probe is at the correct depth compressed air is introduced. This creates a network of lateral fissures in the soil structure. Slow release nutrients can also be injected by the same method.

The suppliers of this equipment say there is very little surface disturbance and that drainage is improved by filling the holes with an aggregate.

WATER AERATION
When a droplet of water is virtually fired into the soil its velocity makes it behave similar to a bullet, shattering virtually anything in its path. This is another method of aeration that has become popular in recent years. One of the benefits is said to be that there is virtually no surface disturbance and therefore no hold up in play.

SUB AIR
This system was the brainchild of a Marsh Benson, a Golf Course Superintendent. It uses the green's drainage system. A blower creates an airflow which permeates the gravel layer, passes into the rootzone and is then finally released into the atmosphere via the turf. The airflow provides oxygen to the roots and transfers moisture vapour from the water table to where it is going to be of most benefit. The gravel layer is said to be at a constant temperature and as the air passes through it travelling upwards it adjusts the levels in the rootzone and turf above. This process is claimed to be highly beneficial when the air temperature over the greens is high. Likewise when the rootzone cools down in winter it can be warmed from the gravel layer.

Change the sub air unit to suction and the airflow draws excessive water down from the surface. Trapped gases and any build up of salts in the soil can also be removed.

Because the soil is constantly aerated, it has been found that this system controls the build-up of black layer, which forms as a result of low oxygen levels, the presence of organic material and anaerobic microbes. The greens need to be USGA specification and have a suitable drainage system in place.

As was stated, early aeration is a very important part of the turf management programme and there is equipment available for virtually every situation.

In a month's time SALTEX will be held at Windsor. It is also the time of the year when most aeration is carried out. This exhibition provides an ideal opportunity to talk to companies, who supply the type of equipment mentioned in this feature, about your specific requirements and problems.

Getting aeration right is a major factor in growing strong, healthy, hard wearing turf.

See the Buyers Guide on page 64 for more aeration companies.
**SEWARD TURF MAINTENANCE**

Sutton Road, Wigginton, York Y32 2RA
Tel: 01904 765949  Fax: 01904 760016

tel: 01449 673783  fax: 01449 614564

e-mail: terrainaeration@aol.com

**SEWARD**

**Turf Maintenance**

- 2 x 2.5 mtre Vertidrain-Fairways
- 2 x 1.45 mtre Vertidrain-Green
- 1 x 2.1 mtre Vertidrain
- 1 x Shattermaster
- 1 x John Deere Root Zone Injector
- 1 x 1.5 mtre Muticore

All types of Decomaption Equipment
All machines complete with skilled operators

**Terrain Aeration Services Ltd.**

Aeration House, 20 Mill Fields, Haughley, Stowmarket, Suffolk IP14 3PU

Tel: 01449 673783  Fax: 01449 614564

e-mail: terrainaeration@aol.com

**杀青草**

**杀青草**

- 100% Ryegrass blend
- Fast establishment and recovery
- Fine leaved and clean cut
- High disease resistance
- Hard wearing and good colour

**杀青草**

**杀青草**

- Hard wearing mixture
- Fine texture turf
- Quick to establish
- Needs irrigation and fertilisers for best results
- Early mowing recommended to allow fescues to establish

50% Perennial Ryegrass, 20% Slender Creeping Red Fescue, 25% Strong Creeping Red Fescue, 5% Brown top Bent

Tel: 01529 304511  Fax: 01529 413179

email: amenity@advantaseeds.co.uk  web: www.advantaseeds.co.uk

**杀青草**

**杀青草**

- Use when SSMG is difficult to establish
- Fine dense compact turf
- Good drought resistance
- Low fertiliser requirements
- High disease resistance

30% Chewings Fescue, 25% Slender Creeping Red Fescue, 25% Strong Creeping Red Fescue, 10% Brown top Bent
A TRIUMPH!

Ben Curtis wasn’t the only winner at this year’s Open Championship

The Open at Royal St George’s was a triumph. Not just for Ben Curtis, who produced what must rank as the greatest shock in the Championship’s history - he had never played in a Major Championship before; had never claimed a top 10 finish on the US Tour was a 500-1 shot before the start and even 80-1 on the Sunday morning - but for the course; Neil Metcalf and his team and the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team.

The course and its condition received universal praise and while the weather leading up to the Championship made fast, brown, running conditions possible Neil, his Deputy, Graham Royden, and the team made the most of those favourable conditions to produce a perfect test of links golf. The fact that one under-par won proved that a quality golf course in testing conditions can be the equal of the modern technology.

This year the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team was more involved than ever as, in addition to its regular duties, it was given the responsibility of raking all the bunkers before the start of play each day. Now, as the light goes earlier in the south of the country it meant an earlier than usual start of play and with the R&A wanting the two hour job completed half an hour before the start a team of 14 had to leave for the course at 3.15 am. The next bus left at 5am with the remainder following on a short time after. The last bus didn’t return home until around 10.30pm.

The advance party on each of the four days was led by George Barr and Ian Semple and the R&A were delighted that the pre-play job was carried out in such a professional manner.

As usual members of the Support Team were rewarded by the players with souvenirs in the shape of balls, gloves and hats which will become treasured momentos for years to come.

News titbits: as supplied by the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team
• Although Hennie Otto was the first day leader coming from the first group on the course on Thursday it was his playing partner, Christopher Smith, who was actually the first player to find a fairway during the round - on the 5th hole! - Information supplied by BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team Member, Steve Smith, of Gillingham GC.
• Former Champion David Duval endured a torrid time during his first round and his patience was not helped when he was forced to wait for a butterfly shaped balloon which flew down the middle of the 16th fairway - Information supplied by BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team Member, George Barr, of Ham Manor GC.

• Jerry Kelly’s opening round got off to a dreadful start with his 11 down the 1st but he didn’t lose his sense of humour, punching the air when he made a 4 down the 2nd - Information supplied by BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team Member - Stuart Hogg, of Fortrose & Rosemarkie GC.

• Sergio Garcia was forced to wait on the 18th tee for a weasel which wouldn’t vacate the tee - Information supplied by BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team Member, Kevin Hodges, of Weston Park GC.

• Vijay Singh and Rich Been got their timings all wrong playing the 17th. They both played at exactly the same time and the two balls collided landing short of the green - Information supplied by BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team Member, Ian Semple, of Old Fold Manor GC.

• Former Champion Paul Lawrie was obviously a little unprepared when he got to the 1st tee having to ask Ivor Robson if he had any spare spikes in his box - Information supplied by BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team Member, Richard Saunders, of St Neots GC.

• US Amateur Ricky Barnes topped his drive off the 9th tee, knocking it 20 yards. He then hit it 40 yards further left into long rough and eventually made 7 - Information supplied by BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team Member, Mark Ellis, of Stocks Hotel G & CC.

• Such were the weather conditions on Thursday, the flag blew off the 9th pin while players were approaching the green. It was replaced by a marshal - Information supplied by BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team Member, Richard Barker.

• Souvenir hunting reached new heights in one of the last matches out when the young scoreboard carrier picked up a ball which had been played by the match following. He was called back from the next fairway to replace it - Information supplied by BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team Member, Tony Woolley, of Piltdown GC.

• Royal St George’s Deputy, Graham Royden took his 10 year old son, Louis, to the Championship on the Wednesday.

"The only golfers Louis knew was Tiger and Ernie and I had the chance to bring him on to the putting green on the Wednesday to watch Tiger putting for a while. I spoke with Tiger’s manager and he said he’d introduced us to Tiger. We met in the R&A compound and we spoke about the course which he thought was in great condition but very tough he’d hit some straight shots which were penalised but he knew that that was links golf. He said it was fantastic and congratulated me on it,” said Graham. 

The Staff team with BIGGA starter Ian Holoran. From left, Tony Cocker, Brad Anderson, John Pemberton, Scott MacCallum and Peter Boyd.
Philip Hales takes time out to pose during the final round.

Graham Royden, St George's Deputy, chats to Andrew Miller.

Ian Gunn chats to a scoreboard carrier.

Gavin Robson. Followed by a film crew!
LAKE LINERS

Hanbury Manor Golf Club: Reservoir Liner

Donnington Grove Golf Club: Pond Liner
Frilford Golf Club: Irrigation Reservoir Liner
Aroeira Golf Club, Portugal: Lake Liner

- We provide high performance polyethylene liners to fully waterproof your proposed reservoir, lake, pond or similar

- For your assurance, our site installation works, which are undertaken nationally, are covered by warranties

- If required, we can supply fabricated liner panels for your own installation

- Our lining systems are used in the refurbishment of existing water features which leak

- We advise on all preparatory and finishing earthworks required

GEOSYNTHETIC TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
Nags Corner, Wiston Road, Nayland, Colchester, Essex CO6 4LT
Tel: 01206 262676 Fax: 01206 262998
Email: sales@geosynthetic.co.uk Website: www.geosynthetic.co.uk
He then took time out to speak to Louis, signed his programme and autograph book.

"When he left he said goodbye to Louis, who was still in a daze, so I told him that Tiger was saying goodbye. He turned round and Tiger gave him a little wave and said "Bye Louis". He was absolutely stunned and couldn’t wait to get back to school to tell his pals. He’ll remember the moment forever, and so will I," said Graham.

- The 2001 Champion, David Duval, was watching St George’s Assistant Andrew Howarth, hand watering the 11th tee on Tuesday afternoon.

"It was late and the green wasn’t clear and he was waiting so I asked if I could pose for a picture with him. I took off my sunglasses and said I knew he never took his off but he whipped them off and went ‘Da! da!’ We took the picture and he then asked if he could operate hose. He was very good, had a good arc but asked what would happen if he put too much on. I told him he’d be playing it."

- Alan Halfyear raked for Ben Curtis in the third round and learned before it became known in the Media Centre that he was using John Bickerton’s caddie who’d called IMG when Bickerton had failed to qualify and asked if they knew of anyone looking for a caddie.

- Ben Curtis’ father, Bob, is Superintendent at Mill Creek Golf Club, in Ohio. Ben’s parents weren’t at the Championship but were looking forward to watching the final stages on satellite until it broke down. They listened to their son clinching The Open on radio!

- Andrew Acorn, of Acorn Equipment, got closer to the action even than the Greenkeeping Support Team. He caddied for Tony Sproston, a qualifier, who was out in the final game on the Thursday and as a result was one of those who had to return early on Friday to complete the final two holes. Tony missed the cut but gave Andrew the thrill of a lifetime particularly as they were partnered by one of the up and coming stars of the game, Australian Matt Goggins, who finished fairly high in the field.

Andrew also managed to pick up a new nickname while in Sandwich when the other caddies Christened him The Squirrel.

Ping sponsored the Great BIGGA Bunker Competition this year for the first time offering a wonderful wedge system to the press person and Support Team Member who was closest in his or her prediction as to how many bunkers were found during the course of the Championship.

The winner of the press prize was Sue Montgomery, of the Independent on Sunday with Paul Jenkins claiming the BIGGA prize.

Paul was only two out with his estimate of 2125 but spare a thought for Gavin Kyle who was also only two out with his guess of 2121 - a margin of error of less than 0.25 only to lose out on a card play-off when the daily estimates for the first three days was taken into account.

Daily prizes of whisky were won by Gideon Brooks, of the Daily Express, who won the first two and was equal first on the third day but the Editor decided to give the third day prize to Philip Reid, of the Irish Times to preserve Gideon’s liver.

The Support team whisky was won by George Pitts and Bert Cross, on the first day (tied); Bert Cross on the second and Mark Lewthwaite on the third.

Our thanks go to Ping for the generous sponsorship of this well established Open competition.
Head Greenkeeper, Neil Metcalf, demonstrates how he wants the bunkers raked during the Wednesday evening meeting.

**BUNKER HISTORY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>95</th>
<th>96</th>
<th>97</th>
<th>98</th>
<th>99</th>
<th>00</th>
<th>01</th>
<th>02</th>
<th>03</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St A's</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ly'm</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troon</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B'dale</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C'stie</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St A's</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ly'm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muirfield</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St G's</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rd 1</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>1618</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>1474</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>1585</td>
<td>1078</td>
<td>1123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rd 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rd 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rd 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Recycling Vehicle & Equipment Wash Off System**

Conserves Over 90% Of Equipment Wash Water

Closes the loop at the wash off area to prevent contamination of water and soil from:

- Emulsified Oil
- Hydrocarbons
- Diesel
- Biochemical Oxygen Demand
- Suspended Solids
- Glycol Ethers
- Pesticides
- Petrol
- Fungicides
- Herbicides
- and other contaminants.

**ESD Waste2Water**

Groundwater regulations have changed ...

... bring your wash-off facilities up to par!

For more information contact:

Tim Earley
ESD Waste2Water Europe Ltd
102 Longton Road, Barlaston,
Staffs ST12 8AU
Tel: 01782 373878
Fax: 01782 373763
Email: tearley@waste2water.com
www.waste2water.com

See us at Saltext stand F53
Where Does the Wash-Water Go?

By Dave Moore Clerk of Works at STRI

Groundwater Regulations have been introduced recently in the UK in response to the EC Groundwater Directive. The legislation is directed at controlling pollution of groundwater, with special emphasis on drinking water. The impact of this new legislation will be far reaching as, for example, it places a limit on pesticide contamination of one part pesticide to 10,000,000,000 parts water. The Environment Agency advise that just 250 grams of pesticide could be enough to exceed the permitted limit in the whole of London’s water supply. With water consumption projected to increase at 2-3% per annum over the next decade it is essential that we preserve this fundamental resource to conserve it and avoid polluting it.

In the past decade the quality of our rivers and coastal waters has been transformed by major investment in wastewater treatment, but increasing knowledge is highlighting new threats. There are concerns that the quality of water in the natural environment is declining. Pollution, depletion of water resources, climate change and bad planning decisions are all contributing to a deteriorating water environment. Nitrate and pesticide levels in many British waters, both ground and surface waters, are increasing. This pollution means that as well as harming the water environment, water companies have to clean pesticides and nutrients from drinking water before supplying to consumers.

The Joint Agency Groundwater Directive Advisory Group (JAGDAG) has been established to consider whether substances fall into any of the generic groups of substances in Lists I and II and also to consider whether the toxicity of specific substances in List I meet the criteria for low toxicity to enable them to be considered in List II. List I substances must be prevented from entering groundwater, and List II substances must be controlled to prevent pollution of groundwater. Oil, grease, petrol and diesel are classed as hydrocarbons and all fall into List I. All pesticides are classed as either organohalogen or CMT (carcinogenic, mutagenic or teratogenic) and are also categorised under List I. Ammonia, nitrates, nitrites, nitrates, and biocides are categorised under List II. To ensure that the environment is protected, there is a European Commission proposal to make polluters pay for remedying the damage they cause. This means you, and your employer could be held liable for all the environmental damage caused.

We are all responsible for our environment in ensuring that the risk of pollution is minimised. One of the concerns that should be ringing alarm bells with anyone who uses ground maintenance equipment is the effluent produced when washing off after use. The responsible person should have carried out a risk assessment, identified what is potentially in the washings, where the washings go, and evaluated the potential risk to the environment. Wash-off water from the daily cleaning of equipment contains contaminants such as oil, grease, diesel, petrol, detergents, top dressing, traces of chemicals and fertiliser, as well as the large collection of grass clippings, which are nutrient-rich containing around 5% nitrogen.

This wash-off effluent enters either sewers or sumps, ultimately ending up in watercourses and rivers. But how many greenkeepers are aware of where the drain goes which carries all the machinery wash off? Is it a foul-water or surface-water drain? Is it illegal to discharge anything but clean water down a surface water drain, as you get from a downspout from the gutters of your buildings. Furthermore you must have a licence to discharge wash off water down the foul-water drain. It has also been noted that some use another illegal dumping area for foul water, by having a wash off pad that slopes away so that effluent eventually reaches a surface waterway. The aim of wastewater treatment is to discharge treated wastewater with minimal impact on the receiving watercourse.

Guidelines are clearly defined by the Environment Agency in their Pollution Prevention Guidelines (PPG’s). The guidelines are an introduction to both pollution prevention and are produced by the Environment Agency for England & Wales, the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) and the Environment and Heritage Service in Northern Ireland.

Equipment available for pre-treating wastewater on the scale required on a sports facility includes sealed septic tanks, oil-water separators, evaporators, and biological treatment plants.

A Septic tank is a multi-chambered system, which retains sewage from a property for sufficient time to allow the solids to form into sludge at the base of the tank, where it is partially broken down. The remaining liquid in the tank then drains from the tank and is usually disposed of by soakage into the ground, provided that the disposal does not generate a pollution risk to surface waters or groundwater resources (underground water).

Environment Agency consent may be required for a discharge to a soakaway. Areas of heavy clay, steeply sloping sites or sites where the water table is less than one metre below the bottom of the soakaway are not suitable sites. Clean, uncontaminated roof or surface water must be excluded from the septic tank as this effectively reduces the tank’s capacity and can cause solids to be flushed out of the tank, contravening the Agency’s consent and impairing the efficiency of the soakaway. Septic tanks must be desludged and serviced every few months to ensure their effective operation. This work is expensive, and must be carried out by an operator registered by the Environment Agency for the handling and
disposal of such waste. The main problem with septic tanks is that they fill
very quickly when washing off equipment with copious amounts of water.
Further information can be obtained from The Environment Agency's PPG 4
(Disposal of sewage where no mains drainage is available)
http://www.sepa.org.uk/guidance/ppg/pdfs/ppg04.pdf

Oil-water solids separators generally used a coalescing medium, which
encourages the oil to float to the top of the water where it is skimmed off
into an oil decanter. This is then ready for safe disposal with your waste oils
and lubricants. The system has been available in the UK for a number of
years now, and is well suited to washing down garage service areas, lorries,
and heavy earthmoving equipment, but is not designed to be used for
treating pesticide rinsings, or remove nutrient-rich grass clippings. Even if
you use an oil/water separator, where both basic and enhanced oil
separators are designed for the settling of heavy solids and separation of
free hydrocarbons, it does not have the technology to deal with:

- Chemical contaminants such as, pesticides, fungicides, herbicides etc.
- Emulsified hydrocarbons (resulting from the addition of detergents or
  any water miscible compound, including heavy metals and totally
dissolved solids (TDS).
- Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD). The amount of oxygen needed to
degradate the organic matter contained in effluent biologically. The BOD is
determined by the level of organic matter in the discharge into a
watercourse. If the nutrient level is too high, the bacteria and other
micro-organisms expand rapidly. In turn this uses up the available
oxygen supply causing fish and other aquatic organisms to suffocate.

Evaporators are designed to heat large metal drums in an insulated
chamber, thus evaporating off the water and allowing further
contaminated wash-water to be added. Eventually the drum becomes full
of a solid dried material that you would then seal and dispose of through a
registered waste trader.

Wastewater Treatment Systems by Hydroscape

The latest in biological wastewater treatment

Hydroscape

Biological Waste Water Treatment Systems

Telephone: 01425 476261
Fax: 01425 472380
E-mail: sales@hydroscape.co.uk
Web: www.hydroscape.co.uk

Full design, Installation and After Sales Service.

Finance packages available
(subject to status)

To comply with the groundwater regulations contact

Telephone 01425 476262
Fax 01425 472380
E-mail: sales@hydroscape.co.uk
Web: www.hydroscape.co.uk
Small biological wastewater treatment units have been available in the United States for several years now but have only been available in the UK for the last two years. The size of the unit you would require depends on the amount of equipment you wash off, and the amount of pesticide rinseate that requires treatment. The two types that are available are the closed loop system that treats, re-circulates and re-uses water, and the discharge system which discharges to the foul water sewer system after a once through treatment. The most environmental friendly system is the closed loop system that takes wastewater, cleans it, and continually re-uses it, avoiding any risk of groundwater contamination. The closed loop system is the type the Environment Agency would prefer us to use, as there is a saving of up to 90% in the wash-water requirement.

**Biological Wastewater Treatment Systems** are aerobic bio-digesters, which incorporate the following simple process that enhances the ability of naturally occurring bacteria to break down and eliminate waste:

**Screening:** Wash water enters the Wastewater Treatment Unit via a sump; this water is then pumped up through a stone separator and grass clipping/sand strainer that prevents any large particles from entering the Unit. The screened effluent then enters a settlement chamber thus allowing finer particles to settle out. Further sumps can be added in chemical mixing areas, and refuelling points, and the outlet for these is directed straight into the biological treatment area, but at a slow rate thus not overburdening the demand on the microbes.

**Aeration:** The displaced liquid travels into the aeration chamber which contains a large concentration of active fixed-film aerobic bacteria that consume the organic waste material in the wastewater. Air is provided to the chamber by an air blower system and is used to ensure a constant flow of water to pass over a honeycomb material that supports the aerobic bacteria. The fixed film bacteria digest the organic contaminants fuels, oils, and pesticides, and the resulting waste is now carbon dioxide, water, and harmless detritus, which fall to the bottom of the tank where you find anaerobic bacteria that break down the nitrate.

**Clarification:** The displaced liquid travels into the clarification chamber where the fluid is kept as still as possible, allowing the sludge to flocculate and settle to the bottom. This settling process separates the sludge from the clear liquid, allowing clear water free of waste to escape out of the chamber to a foul water sewer (or on a closed loop system, recycled through a pressure system and discharged via wash-off hoses).

**Disinfection:** Some units are available where the effluent is disinfected with ozone, a very strong antiseptic, prior to final discharge.

**The Closed Loop:** The treated water is now ready for re-use and is pressurised ready to deliver wash water through hose points. The clarified water is then filtered and made available for continual re-use via the wash-off hoses, which provide an excellent wash-off facility delivering 70–250 Litres min⁻¹ (15–50 gpm) at a pressure of 3.3 bar (50 psi).

One of the first closed loop biological wastewater units from ESD Waste2Water to be installed in the UK, was at the STRI Trial Grounds for us to evaluate and demonstrate. It is now two and a half years since the unit was installed, and during that time we have found it to be very reliable. The system rapidly digests fuels and lubricants that enter the system through the normal daily washing of equipment, and totally digested an accidental 1-litre hydraulic oil spillage within two days. All the equipment used on the Trial Grounds is washed off on the wash-pad, including tractors, mowers, fertiliser distributors, and spraying equipment. Microbes are added to the unit at intervals between seven to ten days so that we have highly efficient bacteria at all times.

Spraying equipment is always rinsed out prior to cleaning with the washings sprayed onto areas adjacent to the treated areas, thus only traces of pesticides are added to the recycling unit during wash off. This presents no problem to the microbes. The hardest part was believing in what you were doing, as after many years of very careful spraying of several washings per spraying session, to ensure that the containers were thoroughly cleaned in an environmentally safe way, we now washed it down a drain albeit into a water recycle plant. The time saving using this new wash-off method could be significant for many clubs in addition to following Health & Safety best practise.

The latest addition to these closed loop biological treatment plants units are specialist chemical sprayer wash off pads. They are basically a large grid covered collection tank area on to which you drive your tractor and sprayer onto, designed for the collection of any spillages whilst chemical mixing takes place, as well as a designated chemical wash off pad. The contents are metered overnight into the bio-digester at a trickle rate so the microbes rapidly digest the chemical without being harmed, thus not turning the whole unit into a possible pesticide wash for your maintenance equipment.

The unit installed on the Trial Grounds was one of the early designs, and consequently later models have been much improved to bring them into line with EEC regulations. Since installation ours has been updated to the latest electrical specifications, including the introduction of high-level water top-up inlet (as the original breeched European water regulations, which if used could have contaminated the water supply). Ball valves have also been fitted to each of the chamber outlets to enable easy access to draining the system, or recycling chambers as necessary. The latest design incorporates a security cover which I am told gives frost protection, thus allowing the system to be used all year round. A dedicated grass separator and dirt settlement tank has also been added as a first sediment chamber, which improves water quality and allows the sediment to be dropped directly into a wheelbarrow placed underneath. Sediment from the different chambers can be used in compost production as it is rich in microbial matter and free from harmful contaminants (providing the unit has been left to cycle for a couple of days prior to being emptied, and cleaned out).

During the winter months we have thoroughly cleaned the system by emptying the water and removing the polypropylene medium. This allowed us to shovel about 100 mm depth of sludge from the base of the chambers, and check the aeration parts for damage. Some of these were replaced due to cracks appearing in the rubber covers, and I would recommend these be checked as part of an annual maintenance programme. The sludge was used after testing for harmful contaminants, in our leaf mould heap to speed up the breakdown of the leaves. The polypropylene filtration medium was reinstalled and the tanks filled with water from the irrigation system borehole, reducing any effects of chlorine and chloramines, which could impact any microbes added within the first 48-hour period. A double dose of microbes were then added as you would when first starting the unit, and the air supply turned on to give a light aeration to the water.

You may remember a previous article in Greenkeeper International, where the forethought of one greenkeeper in the positioning of chemical and fuel storage adjacent to his newly acquired water recycling plant saved an environmental catastrophe. Thieves tried to steal his diesel, but
ended up spewing the contents over the top of the fuel tank bund onto his wash-off pad. The microbes consumed several hundred litres of diesel and no harm was done. With environmental risk assessments for groundwater contamination, thought should be given to all areas of possible environmental catastrophe, and whether it be an accident or malicious act you could still face court action against you, as taking no action will land you in deeper trouble. At the Grove GC fuels, oils, and chemicals are all located adjacent to the wash-off pad, so any spillages will automatically be collected and biologically treated, thus showing they have assessed the risk and taken all action possible to safeguard the environment.

The Environment Agency has been given powers to intervene ensuring potential pollution incidents are prevented. No longer do they need to find pollution before they act. They are now able to issue enforcement notices requiring any business to install, upgrade, or replace, effluent treatment plant that has caused pollution incidents in the past or has been a persistent source of pollution. Businesses that breach enforcement notices face fines of up to £20,000 in the Magistrates Court and their directors face up to three months in prison. If an incident is sufficiently serious to prosecute in the Crown Court, businesses face unlimited fines and up to two-year jail sentences for directors. Even if a case is not taken to court, the costs of damage repairs still have to be met by the polluter. For example, restocking of fish can cost many thousands of pounds and you will find that the general policies of many insurance companies no longer cover the costs of pollution clean up. Sports facilities are not exempt from these new regulations, so if you have not already done so, I would recommend that now is the time to review your current working practises and plan for the future, before the authorities do it for you.

For further information contact the STRI on www.stri.co.uk
IOG SALTEX, Europe's flagship event for the open space management industry, is being held this year on 2-4 September at Windsor Racecourse, Windsor, Berkshire.

Offering a comprehensive overview of the latest products, technologies and techniques for effective and efficient open space management - as well as a definitive free seminar programme featuring key speakers from the industry - fine turf and sports, turf maintenance equipment, children's play and safety surfacing, commercial vehicles, leisure and facilities management and software as well as security equipment.

A series of round-table 'Groundsman Live' debates is the latest attraction planned for the Show Staged every lunchtime during the three-day event and sponsored by The Groundsman magazine, the Question Time-type discussions will feature a panel of industry experts who as well as voicing their opinions on a different topical issues will also be inviting audience participation.

BIGGA will again be strongly represented and will be happy to meet members and prospective members at their stand - G1.

HOW TO GET TO SALTEX
SALTEX is held at Windsor Racecourse. About 20 miles west of Central London, Windsor is easy to reach by rail, road and air. Heathrow is only a 15 minute drive away; Gatwick and Luton are within an hour’s drive.

BY ROAD
From the M25. Leave the motorway at Junction 15, where you’ll join the M4, heading west.


BY RAIL
From London Paddington: Leave the train at Slough and join the local service to Windsor and Eton Central Station. Approximate journey time is 35 minutes.

From London Waterloo: Leave the train at Windsor and Eton Riverside Station. Approximate journey time is 45 minutes.

WIN
A PALM HAND-HELD COMPUTER!
Just look at these features: 8 MB of internal memory, Palm desk-top software for Windows, backlit colour display, rechargeable Li-ion battery, USB HotSync battery re-charger, E-mail software, expansion slot, games and much more. You could win this superb Palm computer in this month’s Buyers’ Guide competition sponsored by Greenlink International in support of their range of Nutri-Rational foliars.

MITSUBISHI TRACTORS
Champion class performance, rugged reliability and maximum pulling power from 20, 26 and 30hp diesel compact tractors. 4WD traction gives total grip - always.

• Hydrostatic transmission and live PTO
• Cab, turf and full accessory options

WOODS
Tough, reliable implements from Woods, USA, for use with Mitsubishi tractors.

• Mid-mounted and finishing mowers
• Loaders and backhoes
• Landscaping machinery
Spares available for all existing models of Mitsubishi tractors and Woods accessories.

MASTER FARM TRACTORS
Master Farm Services GB Ltd.
33 London Road, Marks Tey, Colchester, Essex CO6 1DZ.
Tel: 01206 210732 Fax: 01206 213176
E: enquiries@masterfarm.co.uk
www.masterfarm.co.uk
The unique Jupiter 2000 grinder has it all.
The Jupiter 2000 has the exceptional accuracy of relief grinding and fully automatic spin. It grinds cylinders 'in and out of situ' and sharpens both edges of the bottom blades. Unlike other machines, coolant is used on cylinders and bottom blades.

Only the Jupiter 2000 is capable of returning both cylinders and bottom blades to the original manufacturers specification.

Save time, money and workshop space without compromising on performance!

CUTTING EDGE PIONEERS

Ask for a demonstration and see the results for yourself

01207 270316

Delta Works, Hobson Industrial Estate
Burnopfield, Newcastle upon Tyne NE16 6EA
Tel: +44 (o) 1207 270316 Fax: +44 (o) 1207 270312

www.huntergrinders.com
Email: admin@huntergrinders.com

The New Generation Wetting Agent

- Cures and prevents Dry Patch in hydrophobic soils
- Available in liquid or granular form
- And now in pellets for accurate hose end application
- Works on all types of rootzone particles - sand, soil or organic matter
- Safe to use - non-phytotoxic - will not burn or discolour turf
- Single application lasts up to 3 months

www.headlandamenity.com
Email: info@headlandamenity.com
Find out more by contacting us on 01223 597834.
GOLDEN KEY EXHIBITORS AT SALTEx

Gem Professional
Stand D19

For Saltex 2003, Gem Professional is delighted to be showing their enhanced range of granular turf fertilizers. With greater emphasis on product quality and service, the range is perfectly positioned to meet every requirement.

The range is supported with turf dressings, pesticides, grass seeds and bark.

For further information and to meet our team of technical representatives, please visit us on Stand D19.

Contact: Mark Smith
Tel: 01254 356611 Fax: 01254 356677
Email: www.gemprofessional.co.uk
Website: www.gemprofessional.co.uk

Scotts UK
Stand E01

WEATHER-WISE
Visitors to SALTEx will be able to assess a tool that can make Integrated Turf Management actually work in practice. Most greenkeepers know the ITM theory, but making it happen is another matter. Now Scotts (stand E 01) will launch the answer – the innovative Scotts iTurf system.

iTurf is a technological triumph; a system that will measure everything that can potentially have an effect on turf growth and turf health, and then collate and present the information so that the turf manager can make the right cultural decisions.

The Scotts iTurf comprises a series of stations and sensors, linked to a computer, that constantly monitors air and soil temperature, solar radiation, humidity, wind speed, leaf wetness, soil moisture, rainfall etc right across the site.

Contact: Dave Steward
Tel: 0871 2205353 Fax: 01473 830386
Email: prof.sales@scottsco.com
Website: scottsprofessional.co.uk

Hayter Ltd
Stand W09

Hayter commercial products are designed and built in the UK for Northern European grass cutting conditions and demanding municipal applications. They are the first choice for discerning users whichever market they operate in.

A comprehensive selection of ride on and tractor drawn equipment will be displayed. The LT322 and LT324 triples and T424 five unit have proved to be market leaders. So have the TM549 and TM749 tractor drawn gang mowers which will cope with the largest areas quickly and efficiently. Also being shown will be the R314 triple deck rotary and FMS24 fairway mower. All of these products have easy access for maintenance, so important for commercial and fleet users.

A representative selection from the Hayter pedestrian rotary range, suited for both consumer and commercial markets, will be on display. There is a Hayter pedestrian rotary to suit every application.

Contact: Barbara Garton
Tel: 01279 723444 Fax: 01279 600338
Email: sales@hayter.co.uk
Website: www.hayter.co.uk

John Deere
Stand V01

John Deere will be featuring Europe's biggest single brand range of commercial and consumer equipment, including walk behind and ride on cylinder and front rotary mowers, the new 4010 Series compact tractors with their innovative electronic transmissions, the popular and versatile Gator utility vehicles, pedestrian and tractor mounted aerators, and new machines such as the 72in Flex-deck attachment for 1400 and 1500 Series front rotary mowers, and the CP48 core pulveriser. The John Deere golf and turf range has supplied course maintenance equipment for the last three Open golf championships, including this year's tournament at Royal St George's in Kent. The John Deere brand name is backed by industry leading investment in research and development, manufacturing facilities and customer support. In addition, there's a range of flexible finance programmes available from John Deere Credit, including a new budget calculator to help you manage your annual equipment needs more easily and cost effectively.

Contact: David Hart
Tel: 01949 860491 Fax: 01949 860490
Website: www.johndeere.co.uk

Ransomes Jacobsen
Stand V15

Not just green, but seen to be green
Once again a major theme of the Ransomes Jacobsen stand V15 will be that of alternative energy with environmentally sensitive products on display. These will include the Ransomes Highway LPG triple mower for the municipal sector, the Jacobsen E-Walk electric pedestrian greens mowers and the electric version of the new Jacobsen Tournament Cut, the most flexible floating head pedestrian greens mowers available.

Also on display will be the new Ransomes ZT220D, zero turn diesel powered rotary mower and the production version of the super compact, but powerful tractor, the Iseki TXG23.

Taking centre stage will be the new Ransomes Frontline 960 rotary mower, with its 60hp diesel providing bags of power for municipal mowing and contracting operations.

Contact: Selina Flynn
Tel: 01473 270000 Fax: 01473 276300
Email: enquiries@tip.textron.com
Website: www.ransomesjacobsen.com
Ranging from 21 - 102hp
McCormick tractors are a force
to be reckoned with.
For grounds care, nurseries,
greenhouses, vineyards, orchards,
grassland and municipality work,
our range covers every application.
From the small but multi-talented
G25 mini tractor to the powerful,
all-round capability of the CX, we offer
individual solutions to meet individual
needs. All our tractors are designed
with the driver in mind. Supreme
versatility is a feature of every model.
So too is outstanding productivity
throughout the year.
Shouldn’t you be joining forces
with your McCormick dealer?

RSM Beare
Exeter
01392 841322
RC Boreham & Company
Chelmsford
01245 231320
Burgess Chester (covering
the North West and North Wales)
01244 881331
Burgess Shrewsbury
01743 235046
Burgess Barton Under Needwood
01283 711622
Burgess Bakewell
01629 812568
Burgess Banbury
01295 253671
Chichester Tractors
Chichester
01243 531298
Collins Services
Pontrilas
01991 240681
David Evans Machinery
Llanefan
01446 781711
James Green Farm Machinery
Studley
01527 857857
Harper & Eede
Hurstpierpoint
01273 823331
Johnson Bros (Fakenham) Ltd
Fakenham
01328 863812
K&M Mowers
Brough
01482 667004
Olivers
King Langley
01923 265211
PJS (Ag Services) Ltd
Hungerford
01488 648685
JE Rees & Sons
Landuyt
01559 370601
Rickerby Ltd
Hexham
01434 604131
Rickerby Ltd
Carlisle
01228 527521
Stalham Engineering Co Ltd
Stalham
01692 580513
Suffolk Agri Centre
Pakenham
01359 232155
Thornycroft (1862) Ltd
Huntingdon
01480 891642/3
Truro Farm Machinery
Truro
01872 278471
Uphill & Son Ltd
Chewton Mendip
01761 241270
RH Young
Kirknewton
01506 880413

See our competition postcard in this issue
for the chance to win a GX tractor for a year!
Or call the brochure hotline for a copy.

McCormick Tractors International Ltd.,
Wheatley Hall Road, Doncaster DN2 4PG, South Yorkshire.
www.mccormick-intl.com
**GOLDEN KEY EXHIBITORS AT SALTEX**

**Toro Commercial Products**
Stand S31

At its new site – Stand No S31 – Toro is launching the new Groundsmaster 4100-D, which features an out-front three-section cutting deck that makes it the only fully out-front mower in the 11ft rotary market segment.

The deck produces a beautiful aftercut appearance at high work rates on sports grounds and golf course roughs and semi-roughs.

The machine has a powerful 60hp Kubota turbo diesel engine and an overall cutting width of 10ft 4in.

Also being unveiled is the Workman 2100E, an electric version of Toro's popular Workman 2100 petrol utility vehicle. The new model features Toro's unique 'twister' suspension system that provides for unrivalled traction.

Contact: Peter Mansfield
Tel: 01480 226800 Fax: 01480 226801
Email: toro.info@lely.co.uk
Website: www.toro.com

**TurfTrax Ground Management Systems Limited**
Stand F27

TurfTrax Ground Management Systems Limited is part of TurfTrax Group Limited, which was founded in 1997 to commercialise research undertaken in conjunction with Cranfield University.

TurfTrax Ground Management Systems Limited meets the selection criteria stipulated by the Sport England New Opportunities Fund, Playing Fields and Community Green Spaces Programme for appointment as a recognised and approved soils and turfgrass consultant. TurfTrax are also recognised and approved by The Heritage Lottery Fund, The Football Foundation, the Football Association and the England and Wales Cricket Board. We have the expertise necessary in order to achieve the requisite Performance Quality Standards (PQS).

Contact: Colin Hood
Tel: 01234 821750 Fax: 01234 821751
Email: sarah.mason@turftrax.co.uk
Website: www.turftrax.co.uk

**SILVER KEY EXHIBITORS AT SALTEX**

**Bernhard & Co Ltd**
Stand P36

AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF TECHNOLOGY, grinding specialist Bernhard and Company recommends super sharp mower blades as the solution to helping reduce chemical and water usage.

Agronomic benefits of a surgical cut include less tissue damage, which lowers the risk of disease.

A range of cost-effective packages - to suit all budgets - is available including Express Dual and Anglemaster machines from models 1000 up to the top of the range 3000DX system. These grinders are used world-wide to achieve the finest presentation at top tournaments including The Wales Open, the US Open and The Open. With more rotary mowers being used to cut the rough, Bernhard’s unique blade sharpener, Rota Master, is easy to use. Gear Rite, Rapid Relief, Rapid Facer, Chain Master and Chipper Master complete the line-up.

Bernhard quality grinders help you to achieve the highest standards in fine turf presentation.

COME TO STAND P36 TO BOOK A FREE DEMONSTRATION AT YOUR CLUB.

Contact: Sam McLean
Tel: 01788 811600 Fax: 01788 812540
Email: kim@bernhard.co.uk
Website: www.bernhard.co.uk

**WOLF Proline**
Stand F12

WOLF Proline, a division of Wolf Garden Limited, is Europe's largest provider of specialist sports and fine turf renovation, grass seed mixtures, and controlled release fertilisers. With over 30 years experience in turf grass research as well as the foundation of the unique Proline renovation system and equipment, we undertake renovation works on over 1,000 sports pitches throughout Europe each year. WOLF Proline also supply a range of supporting lawn turf renovation equipment, including rain carts, spreaders and soil samplers.

Our team of specialist representatives look forward to welcoming you on our stand F12 at SALTEX, where you can obtain detailed information and literature on our range of products and services, make an appointment or discuss your future requirements.

Contact: Richard Smith
Tel: 01495 306600 Fax: 01495 303344
Email: info@wolf-proline.co.uk
Valtra Tractors (UK) Ltd

The Valtra Tractor range, manufactured in Finland and distributed in Britain by Valtra Tractors (UK) Ltd of Runcorn extends from 60 to 260hp, all powered by Valtra engines. A range of transmissions can provide creep and high road speeds and auxiliary power is available from the PTO and hydraulic services. There is a choice of types suitable for all types of operation. Finance and Contract Hire available on all models. Valtra tractors are supported by a trained, nation-wide dealer network.

Contact: 01928 594400 or see us at Stand U12.

Valtra Tractors

BLEC Landscaping Equipment Company Ltd

Suppliers of specialised Landscaping & Turfcare Machinery to over 30 countries WORLDWIDE with products of proven quality and reliability.

Please also do take time to visit our demonstration area.

Global Centre, Spalding Road, Deeping St James, Peterborough PE6 8SD
Tel: 01778 346222
Fax: 01778 346777
Email: sales@blec.co.uk

Blec Landscaping Equipment

The Green Approach

All Weather Golf Greens and Tees, installed in over 3500 locations worldwide, are now available in the UK / Ireland from the Green Approach. See the ‘New Products’ section in the July issue.

The SoftTrak Golf Green System provides an outstanding putting surface, with excellent shot holding capabilities.

The SoftTee Golf Tee System incorporates a unique nylon mesh at its base, retaining the special infill much better than other synthetic turf products.

Also All Weather System for Pathways / Cartways.

Tel: 01935 389358 Web: www.thegreenapproach.com

Allman & Co Ltd

Allman continue to develop their Spray-King range of equipment and can offer 200-800 litre tractor mounted sprayers, 300-600 litre truck mounted units and 600-800 litre trailed sprayers. All have a wide choice of options and accessories available to meet customers’ requirements.

All the machines can be viewed on the Allman web site at www.allman-sprayers.co.uk where the complete range of machines, accessories and parts are available and new products are put on to the site.

Allman & Co

British & International Golf Greenkeepers Association

BIGGA was formed as a professional organisation in 1987, being an amalgamation of three similar volunteer-led national associations. It has now over 7300 members, organised into five regions and twenty-seven sections.

Its main objectives and activities are:

- Membership
- Recruitment
- Directory
- Exhibitions
- Education
- Training

Come and talk to us about any of the above on stand G01

WOLF Proline

WOLF Proline, a division of Wolf Garden Limited, is Europe’s largest provider of specialist controlled release fertilisers. We have over 30 years experience in turf grass research and renovation systems. Our unique range of fertilisers and grass seed mixtures are used in renovation works on over 1,000 sports pitches throughout Europe each year. WOLF Proline also supplies a range of supporting lawn turf renovation equipment, including rain carts, spreaders and soil samplers.

Our team of specialist advisors look forward to welcoming you to stand F12 at SALTEX, where you can obtain detailed information and literature on our range of products and services, or make an appointment or discuss your future requirements.

Stand: F12

WOLF Proline

Stand: G01

BIGGA

Stand: V50

Stand: F31

Stand: P13
CONTACT:

TURFMASTERS
Turfmasters
Sports Turf Services
Bellfield Park,
Kinross, Scotland
Tel: 01577 863864

Scotts
WEATHER-WISE

Visitors to SALTEX will be able to assess a tool that can make Integrated Turf Management actually work in practice. Most greenkeepers know the ITM theory, but making it happen is another matter. Now Scotts (stand E 01) will launch the answer – the innovative Scotts iTurf system.

iTurf is a technological triumph; a system that will measure everything that can potentially have an effect on turf growth and turf health, and then collate and present the information so that the turf manager can make the right cultural decisions.

The Scotts iTurf comprises a series of stations and sensors, linked to a computer, that constantly monitors air and soil temperature, solar radiation, humidity, wind speed, leaf wetness, soil moisture, rainfall etc right across the site.

Etesia UK Ltd

Etesia's ride-on mowers and tractors offer high-output, minimum downtime and low maintenance. Optional turfcare attachments are available. For quality performance, Etesia pedestrian rotaries have a choice of engines and cutting widths. Biocut mulches clippings into fine particles to decompose naturally.

Attila ride-on and pedestrian brushcutters clear scrub and overgrown vegetation. Free demonstration - tel. 01926 403319.

www.etesia.com
email: sales@etesia.co.uk

GWWPRO, Holland.

No plywood, no steel, but PE/PP as surface protection!

Our roadplates are unique in quality, weight and lifespan.

• lightweight (21-56 kg) No cranes required
• chemical/water resistant.
• ideal as track way for mini excavators and dozers
Numerous applications such as ground, turf and soil care, access, landscaping, golfcourses, sportgrounds, Civil works, plant & machinery hire

Don't walk away from this unique product, visit us for a demonstration!

DE-THATCH BLADES SALE

TUNGSTEN TIP
LARGE FINS
LONG LASTING TO FIT MOST MODELS
EXAMINE THE BLADES AT SALTEX

STAND W49
TEL: 01361 884288 www.gambetti.co.uk

The Grass is Greener with Myerscough Sportsturf!

Why Myerscough?

Pioneers in the UK for Sportsturf education provision at degree level, our facilities for the subject are second to none. Our students enjoy placements at the world's most prestigious golf courses.

What Can I Study?

Higher Education Courses
• BSc (Hons) Turfgrass Science
• HNC Turf Science & Golf Course Management
• Foundation Degree in Sportsturf
• On Line Foundation Degree (By distance learning)

Further Education Courses
• NVQ Level 1, II, III & IV* Groundsmanship & Greenkeeping
• First Diploma Groundsmanship & Greenkeeping
• National Certificate Groundsmanship & Greenkeeping
• National Certificate in Sportsturf Machinery
• National Diploma Turf Science & Sportsground Management

We also have various short course programmes - please contact us for a short course prospectus.

Come along to one of our regular Open Mornings - call 01995 642211 for details!
National Turfgrass Foundation
'In Pursuit of Excellence'
Annual Conference 2003
3rd - 6th November 2003
Southport Theatre and Floral Hall Complex

'THE Education Event of the Year for ALL Turf Managers'

A comprehensive programme with some of the World's leading agronomists, researchers, and superintendents, including Robert Trust Jones, Jr., Prof. Joe Vargas, Prof. 'Ali'Ghanem, Prof. Bert McCarty, Dr. Alan Gange, Dr. Stephen Baker, Dr. Mike Boon, and many more experts.

Accreditation with the major associations and bodies have been applied for.

For a FREE brochure please contact: National Turfgrass Foundation, 41 Pennine Way, Great Eccleston, Preston, England, PR3 0YS, or phone or fax +44 (0)1995 670675, or email NTFoundation@aol.com

LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU IN NOVEMBER IN SOUTHPORT

Kubota

HIGHEST HORSEPOWER TRACTORS YET FROM KUBOTA
Kubota is moving up the power scale with its latest tractor range, the new ME series, aimed specifically at professionals working within the amenity, sports turf and highways maintenance sectors.

Comprising three models rated at 58hp, 85hp and 94hp, the ME series offers very high levels of comfort, performance and operating convenience to enhance daily workrates and year-round productivity.

Of particular note are the tractors' high forward speeds, synchro-shuttle gearboxes and luxury air-conditioned 'Q' cabs. Main controls are laid out in a console to the driver's right hand and all models can be equipped with a front loader.

The Kubota ME series makes its public debut on stand W23 at loG SALTEX. For illustrated literature or to arrange a demonstration, please phone 01844 268169

Professional products for professional users

Well balanced, compact yet powerful, the Renault PALES outshines all others when it comes to high output, reliability and low long term running costs.

- 52, 67 or 76hp versions
- Optimum weight distribution for minimal ground pressure
- 2 or 40kmh 4-wheel drive available
- Ideal for use with a front-end loader
- High rear linkage lift capacity up to 3578kg
- Extensive range of tyre options available

Tel: 01608 662727 www.renault-tractors.com
Who to go and see during my visit to Saltex...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXHIBITOR</th>
<th>STAND NUMBER</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIGCA</td>
<td>G01</td>
<td>Hand in Membership renewal form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Say hello to Heritage and goodbye to Fusarium!

Heritage moves outwards and upwards within the leaf blade.

Heritage stops the spread of disease that exists prior to spraying.

Heritage is absorbed readily into the leaf and moves both systemically and translaminarily.

Heritage protects against fungi invasion by inhibiting spore germination, disease penetration and sporulation.

Heritage moves into emerging leaves that were not present during the initial application.

Turf roots absorb Heritage and move it throughout the plant.

The only turf fungicide with a new biochemical mode of action that will take all your Fusarium problems away.

- Contact action with systemic and translaminar movement
- Proven and unparalleled preventative and early curative action
- Highly effective and environmentally sound chemistry
- Enters turfgrass through the leaf, stem and root system
- Low recommended rates of use with unique mode of action
- Low risk environmental and toxicological profile
- For use on all grass species

Scotts UK Professional, Paper Mill Lane, Bramford, Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 4BZ Tel: 01473 830492 Fax: 01473 830386 www.scottsprofessional.co.uk

Heritage® contains Azoxystrobin. ALWAYS READ THE LABEL. USE PESTICIDES SAFELY.
Don’t Make the Rest Lincsgreen with Envy

Lincsgreen showed the rest of the field how it is done once again at the annual BIGGA Golf Day.

Last year we praised the achievements of the Lincsgreen team in the annual BIGGA Golf Day for a remarkable feat of scoring in difficult playing conditions.

Well, we appear to have our own BIGGA version of Groundhog Day because this year was virtually an exact replica.

In winds which certainly left their mark on some of the teams the Lincsgreen team - Philip Wilkinson, Graeme Macdonald, Les Howkins and Richard Owen, who replaced Mike Love from last year’s winning line-up - compiled a nett score of 53.75, which meant that they negotiated the 18 holes in a 14 under-par 58. Last year they were also 14 under-par but the course was then playing to par-71 so they shot a gross 57.

It means that in 36 holes the Lincsgreen team, who are all low handicappers, have played a measly 115 shots!

On this occasion they were pushed all the way by a fine performance from the Rolawn team who finished just over a shot behind with the Haifa & Hortifeeds team in third place.

Longest Drive went to a mammoth effort from Board of Management member Ian Semple, the Nearest the Pin to John Carter of the Rolawn Team, who was 59 inches away on the last hole, while the putting competition was won by Terry Adamson, of Alpha/Acorn Amenity, on countback from Walter Woods, who had both scored 14.

The Golf Day, the seventh the Association has held since the first in 1997, was again sponsored by the Harrogate A Group of Hotels with Aldwark Manor Hotel again proving to be a wonderful venue with a fine golf course and excellent food and drink throughout the day.

1st team - Lincsgreen No. 1 - Philip Wilkinson, Graeme Macdonald, Les Howkins, Richard Owens. 53.75
2nd - Rolawn - Dan Rogers, John Carter, Richard Hughes, Richard Eyen. 55.0
3rd - Haifa & Hortifeeds - Scott Garnett, Chris Norris, Alan Davis, Greg Holden. 56.75

Nearest the Pin Winner - John Carter, Rolawn.
Longest Drive Winner - Ian Semple, EGU Team.
Putting Competition - Terry Adamson, Alpha/Acorn Amenity.
Multiply the number below by 8,000 and you’ll get an idea of how many quality holes per hour our Aercore Aerator 1500 can punch, thanks to our superior “flexi-link” design.

Of course, the only holes they care about on your course are from one to eighteen. But you’ll see the difference in your aeration programme once you try our Aercore Aerators. From our 800 walk behind to our tractor mounted 1000, 1500 and 2000 models. John Deere machines have features which offer distinct advantages for hole quality and productivity. Why? Easily accessible belts instead of chains power the systems, making them quieter and more durable. And the superior “flexi-link” supporting arm ensures that the tines stay perpendicular to the ground longer. To witness aeration at its finest, call your local John Deere dealer.
Haifa & Hortifeeds finished third

John Carter was Nearest the Pin

Ian Semple won the Longest Drive

Terry Adamson won the Putting Competition

Ian McLeod puts at the 15th watched by Neil Cockbill and Neil Hayward, of the EGU

A busy scene as last minute preparations are made before the start
Quality Golf Course Signage

Visit us at Saltex - Stand D17

Other Eagle products include:
- Scorecards
- Course measurement
- Yardage books
- Tee signs
- Event boards
- Bag tags
- Notice boards
- Scoreboards
- Green fee tickets

Call Philip McInley on: 01883 344244

Website: www.eaglepromotions.co.uk  E-Mail: info@eaglepromotions.co.uk

New brochure out now!
National Chairman, George Brown, gets underway

Official Starters and Recorders Peter Larter and Peter Boyd

Some of Aldwark Manor's wildlife

Philip Armitage, of Glen Farrow, enjoys a cooling drink after his round

BIGGA Sales Manager Rosie Hancher shows her putting skills, but really needs some proper footwear!

National Vice Chairman, Andy Campbell, goes close with this chip shot
CONTINUE TO LEARN
19-22 JANUARY 2004

• National Education Conference
• Continue to Learn Workshops
• BTME & ClubHouse Seminars
• Keynote Speaker
• Earn: BIGGA Continuing Professional Development Credits
  Master Greenkeeper Credits
  BASIS Points
  GCSAA Education Points

• Education Dinner with After Dinner Speaker
• Exhibitions Banquet with Bootleg ABBA

DON'T MISS OUT AND BE 'GREEN' WITH ENVY - BOOK NOW
Call Sami on: 01347 833833  Email: sami@bigga.co.uk  www.bigga.org.uk

KNOWLEDGE IS THE KEY TO FUTURE SUCCESS
As we mentioned in last month's article, BIGGA HOUSE no longer has the capacity to handle hotel bookings for visitors to the BTME & ClubHouse Exhibition and BIGGA has chosen Harrogate based Reservation Highway to handle accommodation requirements for both visitors and exhibitors.

Offering preferential rates at many hotels in Harrogate, Reservation Highway are your one stop shop for booking your accommodation.

On-Line with Reservation Highway
1. Go to: www.reservation-highway.co.uk
2. Click on: Diary of Events & Hotel Bookings
3. Click on: BIGGA Turf Management Exhibition 2004
4. Enter the access code: bigga
5. Click on: Quick Search/Room Finder
6. Select your date of arrival making sure you change the year to 2004
7. Select the number of nights you wish to stay
8. Select the type of room you require (or leave as “all types”, as this will then list all room types within your price range)
9. Input your budget (this is per night)
10. Click on: the Search button
11. You should now have a list of hotels that have rooms available and are within your specified budget
12. Click on: the hotel name for further details on the location and facilities offered
13. When you find the hotel you wish to stay in click on the BOOK NOW button on the left hand side of the screen (this will take you into a secure booking system)
14. Read the instructions on the screen (it may be helpful to print them out) and click Next
15. Complete the details requested on screen and click Next
16. Input your Credit Card details and click Next (this is only to guarantee your booking and no charge is taken from the card provided you take up your room. Don't forget, in the event of non-arrival or very late cancellation the hotel may make a charge to the card. If you need to change the booking at any time contact Reservation Highway)
17. • Input your first delegate name
   • Select the room type and quantity
   • The number of occupants in the room
   • Select your arrival date
   • The number of nights you will be staying
   • Click on BOOK IT!
18. If you wish to book another room click on the MORE button. If not, click on FINISH
19. Your confirmation will come up on the screen. You MUST print this out for your records
20. A booking acknowledgement will be forwarded to you by Reservation Highway
21. If you have any queries when making your booking you can click on the HELP button on screen or contact Reservation Highway on 01423 525577

WE OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE AND FREE HOTEL BOOKING SERVICE FOR BTME 2004
BOOK EARLY – to get the lowest prices

CONTACT US NOW to receive a full list of all hotels and guesthouses available, with special rates, for BTME 2004.

TEL: 01423 525577
FAX: 01423 525599
EMAIL: admin@reservation-highway.co.uk

OR BOOK ON-LINE view all the hotels and place your booking - with immediate confirmation.
visit: www.reservation-highway.co.uk
Access code “bigga” (lowercase)
Wells House 8 Cold Bath Road Harrogate HG2 0NA
Ian Somerville, Course Manager at Heaton Moor Golf Club, talks about his decision to undertake an MSc in Sports Surface Technology.

I have thought for many years about how to improve my knowledge and my career while staying in full time employment.

It was not until January 2002 while attending BTME in Harrogate that I was intrigued to find out more about possible courses available. I decided to attend one of the seminars with Alex Vickers, of Cranfield University, as the speaker. I listened intently with great interest about the MSc in Sports Surface Technology. After the seminar I came out thinking to myself this is just what I and the industry of sports management/maintenance has needed for many years.

A Masters Course designed for the sports industry that is flexible enough to either complete as a full time course in one year, or fit in as a part time course over a number of years – up to five years. I hope to complete the course in three years. The next step was to find out how to apply for a place on the course, as I had made up my mind that this was the course for me.

I contacted Alex Vickers who arranged for me to visit Cranfield University, Silsoe. Alex, kindly showed me around the campus, which I must add, was absolutely fascinating and second to none. He then looked through my portfolio and discussed the course over coffee.

I was over the first step, what now? Do I tell my employers at Heaton Moor Golf Club of my intention to attend university or wait until I find out if I have obtained a place on the course? I decided to wait. The letter arrived informing me that a place was available for me at Cranfield, along with the tuition fee costs for the course. Do I tell my employers now? No - I decided to wait, as I now had to find a way of funding the course. I did not want to build my hopes up until I had been able to raise the funds for the first year, at least.

I decided to write to the R&A, BIGGA and the IOG to see if any funding was available through them. The R&A were unable to help me but Ken Richardson at BIGGA informed me that there was a possibility of funding from monies donated by Ransomes Jacobsen to help in the further training and education of its members. I was overjoyed when the news came from Ken that David Withers of Ransomes Jacobsen had been in touch and a part sponsorship was to be awarded to me from Textron. Along with this I was able to obtain a part bursary from Cranfield for my first year. I am
currently waiting to hear whether or not I have been successful in obtaining some funding from the IOG 2000 fund towards my second year fees. Also, any companies wishing to help fund my course further – would be greatly appreciated. Details available from Ken Richardson.

Without the help of funding, it would have been impossible to take up my place at Cranfield - so many thanks for the financial help so far. I would like to think that other companies might look into the possibility of sponsorship schemes in the way Ransomes Jacobsen have.

Funding has in the past been directed at the under 18's, so this is a great step forward for any mature student. The industry needs to be recognised as having highly qualified and educated managers just like any other industry, and not just referred to as (grass cutters).

Once I had received confirmation of the part funding for my first year it was time to sit down with my Greens Chairman and explain my intention to undertake my MSc. I told him that I had obtained a place at Cranfield University to undertake an MSc in Sports Surface Technology along with part funding. However, I now needed the time required to attend University. The Chairman's response was very positive and he agreed to put it before the general committee at their next meeting. The morning after the meeting I received a phone call from the Captain, who then informed me that the committee was unanimous in their decision to allow me the 20 weeks over three years, with pay to undertake my MSc. I was so pleased that I could now accept my place and the proposed funding offers.

The course consists of two-week modules that run concurrently starting in October through to March each year. I was able to choose the modules that fitted in with my winter work programme at Heaton Moor Golf Club. The modules cover everything from irrigation and drainage to soil/plant/water relationships.

The course is very interesting, but intense, and at times mind boggling. It is the first time since leaving school that I have used pi r squared (pi r ^ 2). I found that the course was beneficial due to the fact that the students are of all ages and many different backgrounds within the sports industry from Course managers/Grounds managers through to top dressing manufacturers, all of whom are able to give their own first hand experiences of different situations within their specialist areas. This also gives the class an insight into how others deal with similar problems, thus broadening their knowledge, not just from the lectures but the other students as well.

I hope that anyone reading this will look closely at the possibility of applying to do their MSc at Cranfield. The more students that enrol on the courses will enable it to go from strength to strength, and the more professional the respect for the sports industry will become as more and more students qualify at MSc level.
Managing Staff

Managing staff - easily said - easily written about - extremely difficult to carry out successfully and effectively.

In every advertisement for the position of Course Manager you will read the words “must be capable of managing/motivating/leading staff”. Without doubt your employer views this aspect of a Course Manager’s work to be by far the most important - so we have to get it right. It has often been relayed to a yet-to-be-appointed Course Manager that the staff which he/she is about to inherit are lazy/untrainable/stupid or even worse!

In my experience I have found little fault with the staff but lots of faults within their management.

Managing staff is about understanding people and there are no two people the same, although strangely some (probably most) believe that they should be treated equally - in practice, and under closer analysis, people prefer to be treated individually but tell you they want to be treated equally! Strange, but that is what we are like and as soon as we accept that as Managers then we realise that a great deal of understanding and effort has to be put into managing staff-recruiting, training, assessing, appraising, listening, and simply keeping them happy, which will ensure you get the best from them.

When I analyse my workload as a Manager a large proportion of my time is taken up thinking and acting on ways to keep staff happy because I know that I will get much more effort in return. This in turn ensures standards on the golf course continually improve - it therefore makes good sense.

I do not believe there are any hard and fast rules in managing staff but what I hope to convey within this month’s article is what I have learned, so far, through personal experiences, advice from colleagues, management trainers and even psychologists.

SUPERVISING AND ASSISTING IN THE TRAINING/DEVELOPMENT AND RECRUITMENT OF STAFF

SUPERVISING

The “supervision” of staff is so often mistaken for watching over staff which I have already stated in a previous article to be a total waste of the Course Manager’s time and therefore the golf club’s resources. Supervision is about ensuring staff carry out tasks successfully, safely, and within the limits/restrictions the Course Manager sets.

It is important to remember that the course staff are under the supervision of the Course Manager at all times, including times when the Course Manager is not there for whatever reason - that is why it is vital that staff are managed in a way which encourages self motivation.

TRAINING

The training and development of the course staff is the responsibility of the Course Manager.

It is his/her duty to ensure that there exists sufficient funding and provision for on course practical training as well as arranging for external training providers to supply any area of training which may not be possible on the golf course so that each member of staff can advance to his/her maximum potential and capabilities.

It is not fair to the staff or to the golf club not to do so. The favourite excuse not to train staff is “why train them - they will only leave for a better position?” This is an extremely narrow minded view which at last is being said much less often than in the past.

The advantages of good training and support are numerous in terms of staff commitment, self motivation, enthusiasm, good working atmosphere and work output, which all combine to give us a better maintained golf course - it is therefore very cost effective!

The support now given to Course Managers from both the GTC and BIGGA is exceptional - if you are in any doubt whatsoever regarding the training that is available for both yourself and your staff, contact them - it could not be easier.

RECRUITMENT

I have now had considerable experience from both sides in an interview situation and I am not surprised when I hear that mistakes are made when hiring staff.

The experiences range from unbelievable intimidation of candidates to inappropriate questioning linked to failure to check on previous references.

The costs of failure in employing the right people are high - I therefore spend considerable time in preparation for interviews to minimise the chance of taking on the wrong people.

When recruiting course staff from Deputy Course Manager down to Apprentice the Course Manager is the most important interviewer - the Course Manager will after all be the successful candidate’s future Head of Department.
My experience tells me however that the Course Manager needs assistance in making decisions, particularly when selecting prospective candidates for employment.

Following the short list selection process, which would include a personal profile as well as a task based assessment of possible candidates, three interviewers should be involved (fewer than three is thought to be too few for accurate assessment and more than three is thought to be too intimidating).

The interviewers would ideally be:
- Course Manager (Department Head) - technical detail/education and candidate capabilities.
- Club Manager (Head of all staff) - employer conditions, club structure and relevant information.
- A.N. Other (Course Liaison Officer/Chairman of Course Committee/Committee Member) - general questions of a more personal nature to put the candidate at ease.

In this way the right person for the position offered is more likely to be selected and when the successful candidate takes up the position they will have a clear understanding of how the club is managed and who they will be responsible to.

If there is any difference of opinion on selection, the final decision must rest with the Course Manager - if the course suffers because of a bad decision it is the Course Manager who takes full responsibility.

ENDAEOURING AT ALL TIMES TO IMPROVE SUPERVISOR AND STAFF RELATIONS

For some reason small groups of staff (2/3 to 7/8) which is common on golf courses seem to give more problems than large groups.

The Course Manager must not only be aware of this but endeavour to set systems in place to lessen the chance of staff friction/tension becoming a serious threat to the efficiency of the course staff as a whole.

Appraisal systems work extremely well in situations such as these and should be an important part of the staff structure within the club.

In short and simple terms an appraisal is time set aside for staff and managers to communicate in a positive way in an atmosphere such that both parties can air their respective views in a calm and non intimidatory way.

Following appraisals I have always found staff to be more focussed and enthusiastic which ultimately improves golf course conditions - I have also learned a lot about myself which is difficult, but necessary!

Appraisals should not however be used to delay any discussion on poor staff performance on the course.

More and more over the years I have made time available for staff to be more involved in the decision making process and have certainly not regretted it.

Open staff discussion forums on standards, work schedules/programmes, major projects, health and safety matters, better ways of working etc. should be allowed for at appropriate times of the year.

It gives any member of staff the opportunity to discuss any problem area and solutions are found collectively.

I am continually and pleasantly surprised at just how much staff are prepared to contribute to the running of the golf course.

At this stage I cannot over emphasise the importance of appropriate training in handling both staff appraisals and group discussions - I will cover this under the sub heading of "personal presentation" in my last article entitled "Communication".

DELEGATING EFFECTIVELY

How successful you are as a Course Manager will be dependant on many factors and the art of delegation is a key area.

Delegation releases you to manage - which is what you are employed for.

When I speak to young Course Managers they have a tendency to do extremely important tasks themselves eg. changing pin positions, application of fertilisers/weedkillers etc.

This ties the Course Manager down at those times and does not allow reaction to anything which may crop up - as it invariably does at the most inconvenient time!

It also has the effect of staff feeling that they cannot be trusted to do important tasks and therefore demotivates - which is the opposite of what you want.

Delegating is not passing on a duty which the course manager cannot be bothered to do, but is about entrusting a duty or responsibility to a member of staff who is suitably qualified - it is not easy to get right but when you do the results from all aspects of course management are exceptional.

Delegation is a management tool, which if handled properly has a profound effect on the staff and the way they view their position, which helps to create a good positive working environment.

To conclude I have accumulated the following various truisms which I believe are particularly relevant to the management of golf courses.

- Always lead by example.
- Respect has to be earned.
- Never ask anyone to do what you would not do yourself.
- People are not machines - they should therefore not be treated as such.
- Involve all staff in decision making and problem solving.
- You cannot motivate staff - you can only create an atmosphere in which staff choose to motivate themselves.
- The stick or carrot method only works in the short term.
- You are only as good as your staff allow you to be.
- Take time to listen.
- Never blame staff for any deficiencies - you are after all the one who is responsible for their management and training - it is therefore your fault, not theirs!
SURF WITH CHARTERHOUSE

The latest website initiative from Charterhouse Turf Machinery makes looking for grounds care and landscaping equipment as easy as visiting a local department store. It also enables browsers to purchase certain items from the company's wide range at discounted prices, including machines aimed at landscape contractors and hire shop managers.

A key element of the new website, which can be found at www.charterhouseturfmachinery.co.uk, is the Trade Direct initiative. This lists equipment from the company's Professional Pedestrian Machinery range and the Charterhouse Richmond divisions, the former offering items for landscape contractors, estate managers, hire shops and homeowners with large gardens, and the latter fulfilling the needs of foresters and grounds care professionals.

Trade Direct allows visitors to order on-line and enjoy savings of up to 35% on machines such as wheeled brushcutters and trimmers, pedestrian rotary mowers, chipper/shredders, and dagger soil compaction relievers, as well as lawn scarifiers, turf cutters and post hole borers. Savings up to 60% can similarly be made on consumables like trimmer lines and lapping paste. Most products are delivered from stock within three days and are backed by a 14-day, no-quibble refund guarantee.

The website also gives quick links to information on other Charterhouse Divisions, such as the Professional Division that handles turf care equipment like the Verti-Drain deep aerator, and the Antonio Carraro Division that distributes its range of high work-rate tractors.

CHAFFER GRUB CONTROL

Chafers can create devastating damage to turf. Direct damage is caused by the larvae (grubs) feeding on roots and indirectly by predators feeding on the grubs. Grubs feeding on roots create characteristic yellowing and browning of the turf, furthermore, the damaged turf can easily be rolled off since much of the root system has been severed. Even slight damage can make the turf vulnerable to desiccation. High infestations of grubs in the soil provide a very attractive diet for predators. Badgers, foxes and crows will focus on infested areas, tearing away the turf to expose the grubs.

There have been no products available to deal with this pest. Until now...

New Nemasys G became available in July specifically to combat this pest. Nemasys G contains nematodes (Heterorhabditis sp.) which are natural predators of these grubs. These aggressive organisms actively seek out grubs in the soil and enter them through natural body openings. Once inside they quickly kill the grubs (see picture) and the nematodes reproduce to release a new generation of infective juveniles which disperse in search of further prey.

Nemasys G, supplied by Avoncrop Amenity and Aitken's Sportsturf, is in a water dispersible formulation which can be applied through standard spray equipment. Applications should be made in August to September - at the time when the grubs are active and are close to the soil surface.

Nemasys G is a biological product that is safe to applicators, course users and the environment. There are no restrictions in use and no re-entry interval required.

LIGHTWEIGHT TRIMMERS FROM CLAYMORE

Claymore Grass Machinery have introduced four new lightweight trimmers to their range of Solo Outdoor Power Equipment. All the new introductions feature easy-start primer systems, assuring quick and safe starting even after the engine has been switched off for long periods.

Model 105-L is a Solo 25cc 0.95hp powered unit with a curved shaft complete with semi-automatic nylon cutting head. A loop handle makes it easy to use for domestic trimming jobs around the garden and weighing only 4.1 kgs means less fatigue on the operator. Safety goggles supplied as standard.

The 106-L and 106-B are both straight shaft gear drive trimmers powered by Solo 25cc 0.95hp engines. The 106-L is equipped with a loop handle and weighs 4.3 kgs with a semi-automatic head.

The 106-B has bicycle handles, weighs 4.7 kgs and has a 4-tooth grass blade. Both models are supplied with nylon head, harness and safety goggles.

The fourth unit is the 106-R powered by a Robin 4 stroke 25cc engine rated at 1.1hp. Supplied with a loop handle, the new trimmer is gear driven and weighs 5.5 kgs. Standard equipment is a semi-automatic nylon head, shoulder harness and goggles.

RRP including Vat 105-L - £189; 106-L - £199; 106.B - £219 and 106-R - £249
NEW ATP LAUNCHED BY POLARIS

Polaris Britain launched its new All Terrain Pickup at The Royal Highland Show. The ATP breaks the mould of traditional ATV design and takes it to a new level of innovation and practicality.

"The new turf & amenity specialist" is how Jack Ford, General Manager of Polaris Britain, the new UK subsidiary formed last year by US based Polaris, sums up the qualities of this new machine.

"It embodies many of the design principles and proven components of the latest generation Polaris ATVs but then builds on these to create a unique new machine that will have particular appeal to users in turf & amenity markets."

The ATP has been designed to carry more and, with a unique new rear tipping box, to do this more easily. For convenience, the box has a tipping lever on both sides of the vehicle and a gas assisted shock for easier tipping.

The ATP is available powered either by the 500cc HO engine from the company’s Sportsman ATV, which is liquid cooled and comes with Polaris EBS (engine braking system) as standard, or by its new 330cc engine.

Power is handled by the latest drum shift version of the proven Polaris Variable Transmission (PVT), which has a splice-less belt that carries a limited lifetime guarantee from Polaris.

Polaris has also introduced its Versatrac electronic rear locking differential. This gives the ATP a 20% tighter turning radius when loaded, reduces steering effort and reduces scuffing on fine turf. The Versatrac system is electronically controlled from a convenient switch on the handlebars that enables the operator to shift on the move from a turf setting to a locked setting providing solid rear axle 2WD or on to AWD whenever required, giving the ATP genuine all-terrain capability.

Carrying capacity and storage is exceptional in the ATP A sealed storage box takes the place of the front rack, which takes loads inside and on top, where additional D-rings can be used to secure the load. A further 18 kg of sealed storage is available in compartments in the rear wings with hinged doors to protect the contents. Overall, the ATP can carry up to 231kg and pull a further 556kg taking it to a new level of all round performance.

The ATP became available at all Polaris utility ATV dealers in July.

SUCCESSFUL ASSESSMENT

Nutrovate, developed by Blakedown Sport & Play for drainage and rootzone improvements, has been assessed by at the STRI laboratory at Bingley.

STRI's initial laboratory studies were designed to evaluate the performance of Nutrovate, and to assess optimum application rates of Nutrovate in sand and sand/soil mixes for use in sports turf areas.

In summary the tests confirmed:

• An amendment of 20% Nutrovate to two grades of sand and a sand/soil mix increased the cation exchange capacity in a medium course sand by up to 27 times.

• Total porosity, capillary porosity and air-filled porosity all significantly increased with the addition of Nutrovate to a rootzone. Tests suggest that Nutrovate amended rootzones show greater water retention and improve growing conditions in situations of water stress.

• Hardness and bulk density are significantly reduced by the addition of Nutrovate to rootzone. This has important implications for the playing quality of Nutrovate amended sports turf areas.

• It was established that sand/soil mixes incorporating Nutrovate can satisfy the criteria for physical performance outlined by the United States Golf Association (USGA).

TWO NEW HEDGECUTTERS

Allen Power Equipment have introduced two petrol hedgecutters from Komatsu Zenoah.

The first is the eHT601D, a double sided, double reciprocating professional quality unit powered by a 21.7cc Komatsu Zenoah engine with the e-start easy starting system. New ergonomic design incorporates a rear handle adjustable through 180 degrees, and at 4.35kg is the lightest petrol hedgecutter in the world.

The second introduction is the eHT751S, a professional single sided double reciprocating blade unit, again powered by the 21.7cc Komatsu Zenoah engine.

The 750mm (30in) blades have a resin receive plate for a cleaner debris-free finish. Latest Komatsu Zenoah technology uses maximum power to weight ratio and at 4.45kg is the lightest in its class.

RRP including Vat eHT601 £429.95 and the eHT751S £459.95.

IS IT SUNNY?

Dynamax has introduced a new sensor to measure solar radiation components. The Sunshine Sensor, model BF3, is a device that contains an array of photodiodes under a shaded dome, and calculates whether the sun is shining.

The special pattern of clear and opaque areas on the acrylic dome enables at least one photodiode to see an unobstructed solar disc, and at least one is always in full shadow.

The onboard processor calculates the direct, diffuse and total solar radiation values. The sensor provides two analog outputs corresponding to the diffuse and total components, and a digital output of sunshine presence.

In addition to meteorology, good applications include plant, crop, and forest canopy analysis.

The sunshine sensor is a major improvement because there are no electromechanical assemblies, burning paper to record sun tracks, nor need it be oriented towards north. Data from the sensor is easily recorded by Dynamax dataloggers and hand held computers.
Your greens will be greener

The JACOBSEN E-Plex and E-Walk deliver the smooth, precision cut you expect from every JACOBSEN greens mower, with all the benefits of clean and quiet electric power. LPG or electric E-Z-GO golf cars and utility vehicles will transport people and materials around your golf course with minimal impact on the environment. So your greens really will be greener.

Reducing your emissions can even reduce your operating costs. Find out how by calling +44 (0)1473 270000 to consult your Specialists in Environmental Greenkeeping.

See us at SALTEX on Stand V15

www.ransomesjacobsen.com
Central Avenue, Ransomes Europark, Ipswich IP3 9QG England
Tel: +44 (0)1473 270000 Fax: +44 (0)1473 276300

Ransomes Jacobsen Ltd is the only grounds care equipment manufacturer accredited to ISO14001
East
Welcome to this month's column. I can't quite believe it's August already but it is and the season has been good to us so far compared to previous years, so long may it continue. There hasn't been much Section news over the last few months so that's why these pages have been blank. Also I have not had a lot of time due to my son, Christopher, being in Hospital in Birmingham having his second Liver transplant at the beginning of June.

I am glad to say so far everything is going very well and we all hope that's how it carries on. The good thing about his transplant this was before it was reasonably fit and well which was good for him and is aiding his recovery. He had his transplant on the 2nd of June and was back home on the 11th, which is one of their quickest ever for Birmingham. We would like to thank all our friends in the Section for their best wishes etc as it's good to know that so many people are thinking about you in those tough times, so a big thank you to all.

Well down to Section business. The Section held its Spring tournament at Kingsknowe Golf Club on May 14. A great day was had by all with a number of new faces along on the day which is good for the Section and hopefully they all enjoyed themselves and we will see them at future events. I would like to thank The Captain and his Board of Directors for the use of their course and the courtesy on the day; all the Clubhouse staff for the way they looked after us (ps the fish was marvellous), Course Manager, Steve Dixon, and his crew for the superb condition of the course which was a credit to them all. We would like to thank the trade for bringing along raffle prizes etc once again.

The weather was great with warm sunshine until the last four or so groups had a severe downpour which started just as I was walking into the clubhouse! What a shame (Chairman sniggers). It is a number of years since we were at Kingsknowe and hopefully it won't be as long 'til we are back again. The last time we were there was for the Scottish National Tournament. If anyone knows when that was please write it on the back of a £10 note and send it to yours truly.

There was some very good golf played on the day which is reflected in the scores. They are as follows: Scratch Boyd Trophy. I. Elliot, 75 (bih), First class. Souters Cup. R. McCulloch, 80-9-71; 2, D. Murray, 75-3-72, 3, A. Holmes, 78-4-74, 2nd Class. Lothian T factors Trophy. A. Campbell, 76-12-64; 2, C. Yeaman, 78-12-66; 3, R. Prowse 84-11-73 3rd Class TurfCare Cup. J. Nesbit, 92-18-74; 2. J. Neilson 100-21-79 bh; 3. S. Gray, 104-28-76. Best Nett. Ocmis Cup. C. Yeaman 78-12-66. Veterans' Prize. J. Robertson, 94-20-74. Trade Prize. Patrons Cup. M. Dennis 82-12-70, New Members' Prize. G. Burnett, 79-6-73, Highet Score. R. McDonald 133, Longest Drive. D. Murray, Nearest the Pin at 9th G. Burnett. Nearest the Pin at the 18th, S. Poole.

Well that's it all for the Spring Tournament, so a big thanks to the Match Committee for making the day run smoothly and Craig (Pennycook) for his starting duties on the 1st tee. Cheers to you all for making the day run even more smoothly. Don't forget the Match Committee will be altering handicaps from the spring tournament in readiness for the summer outing.

Next tournament on the agenda is the Summer Tournament at the Glen at the end of July so let's see a big turnout for this one. As the tournament will have passed by the time you read this, a full report will be in next month's column.

A notable new member last month is Willie Blair who has just rejoined the Section after a few years away. Willie is the Head Greenkeeper at Lundin Ladies Golf Club in Fife. As most of you will know Willie was the Section Secretary for a number of years, so its good to see him back and hopefully he will be at the summer tournament at the Glen GC, as that is where he attended his last outing a few years back. Welcome Willie and also a warm welcome to all our new members and we hope to see you at future Section events.

The membership of the Section is increasing all the time which is great for us and the Association. As you are reading this the summer tournament is passed. You will have received your summer entry form and also your fixture card for this year and the start of next. Sorry they are slightly late but we had a few technical problems but you have now all got one so let's see you all at the future events throughout this year.

At the Spring Tournament the Section invited Jackie Dalrymple along as guest of the Section to celebrate his retirement after 44 years at Baberton Golf Club on December 12. In recognition of all those years at the one club and his support of the Section the committee made him guest for the day and during the prize giving presented him with a golf bag, an umbrella and a nice pair of golf shoes. Jackie, we know you enjoyed your day and all your gifts so all the best in your retirement from everyone here in the East Section and we hope to see you at the up coming events.

Ps with all this free time for golf I can see Jackie's handicap heading downwards.

As I said in my last report, the winners of the First, Second and Third classes would join the Chairman to make up the Section team for this year's Norrie Whytock Memorial Tournament at Auchterarder Golf Club later in the season. They are as follows: C. Yeaman, R. McCulloch, A. Campbell and J. Nesbit, so I look forward to playing with you lads to try and win back the trophy that the Section team won a few years ago.

Well, that's it once again for another month and I will speak to you all again in September (where does the time go?). If you have any news for the Section please let me know so that I can get it into print next time in Greenkeeper International.

Normal phone nos, Addresses , Fax and e-mails for any relevant info. So come on let's hear from you. 'Till next time. Chris Yeaman.

Ayrshire
A warm welcome to a new member Mark Hodgson, Turnberry. Ayrshire committee man, Barry Crawford, recently won the Ayrshire Matchplay at St. Nicholas Golf Club. Congratulations!

Michael Byrne returns to Ayrshire from Wentworth Golf Club after three years. He joins the team at Turnberry.

The Scottish Championship held at Turnberry's Kintyre Course fielded close to 80 players from courses all over Scotland and Northern England. A special mention to David Leith, St Andrews, who shot a level par 71. Duncan Gray, The Pines, won the Veteran's Section.

If you want your news included you have to call me on 01292 478606

Dennis Tweddell.

North West
Good news, we now have a Regional Administrator. Since Doug Bell died 12 months ago, the Northern Region have been without a Regional Administrator, making it difficult to hold a regional seminar, mainly due to finances being frozen. But now we are back on course. Peter Larner, the Midlands Administrator, has taken the Northern Region under his wing, and I for one welcome this move.

This weekend, July 5, we have a Regional Board meeting and Peter will be there where we can discuss what is required to keep the region running smoothly, and hopefully improve the Region's education programmes.

On Thursday, June 12 we played the Summer Tournament at Deanwood Golf Club and this time we were lucky with the weather, unlike the Spring Tournament. The day started not looking too promising but as the morning drew on the sun came out and we had a glorious day to follow. Arrangements for the tournament had been made when Chris Watson was Head Greenkeeper, but about a month before we played Chris had moved to the South of England as Head Greenkeeper. The club honoured the arrangements and the course was in excellent condition due to Steve
Owen and his staff. Steve was Deputy to Chris and he had done a great job in preparing the course. The newly appointed Head Greenkeeper also played with us on the day and met the guys from his new Section. He is Duncan Smith, and I believe he has moved up from the Gloucester area, welcome to the NW Duncan.

I would like to thank Deanwood Golf Club for allowing us courtesy of playing their fine course and the caterers for the excellent meals.

The result of the Tournament was:

Winner of the Reg Vickers Trophy: Peter Hogan; Guest Prize: Andrew Acorn and Phil Dewhurst. Nearest The Pin: Mark Kofoed; Longest Drive: Peter Hogan.

The Longest Drive and Nearest the Pin were sponsored by Rufford Technology. The prizes stretched to 10th nett thanks to support from our sponsors: Oliver Brothers, Cheshire Turf Machinery, North Staffs Irrigation, SSIS, Joseph Metcalf, Andrew Acorn, John Greasley, plus Amenity Technology, Bathgate, Aitkens and Vitax.

The qualifiers for the regional final are: D. Wheeler, W. Merritt, P. Hogan, C. Sheehan, M. Kofoed, T. Wilkinson

The final to be played at Middlesbrough on August 13.

I also require a team of 12 for the 'Roses' match also to be played on the August 13 at Cleckheaton Golf Club so if you are available please contact me as soon as possible.

That seems to be it for now, any news ring me on 0151 724 5412 or 07761 583387

Northern

Hope you're all keeping ok. The Section managed to have another sunny day to play golf on for President's Day at Pike Hills. The day was sponsored again by our friends at Scotts, which was appreciated by all who played. Dave Truby was on hand to present the prizes. The course was in pristine condition and congratulations must go to Robin and his greens team for that. After the golf we all enjoyed a great meal and shared a few beers. Many thanks again to all at Pike Hills who helped us make the day go so well. The winners are as follow Div 1. T. Arana, 37 pts; 2. A. Baxter, 34pts; 3. D. Collins, 33pts. 2nd Div. 1. T. Jarvis, 34 pts and winner of the Bill Mountain Claret Jug; 2. J. Walsh 34 pts; 3. A. Speight; 3rd Div. D. Cockburn (President) 34 pts; 2. D. Thackray, 34 pts; 3. J. Baxter, 33pts. E. Carter 37 pts won the trade prize with N. Schofield with 35pts in second. S. Heaton (off a tree and a rake stand) won the Nearest the Pin while the Longest Drive was a monster from J. Watts.

You will probably be reading this a week or so before the Roses match at Cleckheaton on August 13. At the time of writing there are 18 names down and only 12 places so I am afraid some of you will be disappointed. This has been done on the day and met the guys from his new Section. He is Duncan Smith, and I believe he has moved up from the Gloucester area, welcome to the N/W Duncan.

At a recent Regional Board meeting at BIGGA HOUSE it was passed that the new Administrator for the Northern Region would be Peter Larter, a man with a fine rugby background and a vast knowledge of the greenkeeping industry. He will be available for an informal meeting at Carden Park in August, (date to be confirmed). If you can make it along, Peter would like you to tell him just how good are the Welsh at this national sport. 'Rugby' that is.

We currently have no dates in our diary for the 2004 season so we would like anyone with proposals to host a BIGGA golf day at their respective clubs to please give the committee a ringing.

Richard Littler has raised a point, that while he backs education 100% he would like to see these courses and seminars on during the autumn and winter months and not have to let assistants go on day release during the busy competition season especially during major events. Richard will be glad to know North Wales are doing just that and our education classes start in the autumn.

I would just like to give praise to Royal St David's and Carden Park for hosting the European Tour Seniors' events last month and a credit to both courses for their presentations.

Just one final note across the borders as I would like to congratulate all the greenkeeping teams at the Regional Open qualifying courses. I personally went across on the day to Stockport GC which was a credit to Course Manager, Warren Bevan and the lads who, incidentally, slept over a couple of nights within the maintenance dept so they were all on hand at first light to prepare fully the course for the day's play. Well done guys.

Any news or views give us a call

Home: 01925 263394 Fax: 01925 269622 Mobile: 07778 162162
e-mail: acrongolf@supanet.com
Mesen Cymru
Andrew "The Squirrel" Acorn

North Wales

Well what about these colour photos of your Section columnists then, "what a handsome bunch we all are", I did ask BIGGA HQ if they could do a little bit of digital enhancement, so as the readers did not think it was Mel Gibson in the picture, I can say they have done a fair job. Good on you. It is a pity you couldn't help the others out!

Congratulations this month go to Richard Walker, from Royal Liverpool GC, and his wife, Rebecca, who has given birth to twin girls, Hannah and Charlotte. Ever so thoughtful of you, Richard, to get the baby business out of the way before the real business begins.

Simon Ashley from Carden Park has completed his HND in Golf Course Management and Douglas Neilson has returned from Royal Dornoch. The Section team to represent North Wales in Middlesbrough has now been cancelled. The next date for your diaries will be October 1 for autumn at Wallasey GC and December 3 for Christmas at Abergele GC.

Vale of Llangollen have a new assistant starting this month called Dillian Dullan. At a recent Regional Board meeting at BIGGA HOUSE it was passed that the new Administrator for the Northern Region would be Peter Larter, a man with a fine rugby background and a vast knowledge of the greenkeeping industry. He will be available for an informal meeting at Carden Park in August, (date to be confirmed). If you can make it along, Peter would like you to tell him just how good are the Welsh at this national sport. 'Rugby' that is.

We currently have no dates in our diary for the 2004 season so we would like anyone with proposals to host a BIGGA golf day at their respective clubs to please give the committee a ring.

Richard Littler has raised a point, that while he backs education 100% he would like to see these courses and seminars on during the autumn and winter months and not have to let assistants go on day release during the busy competition season especially during major events. Richard will be glad to know North Wales are doing just that and our education classes start in the autumn.

I would just like to give praise to Royal St David's and Carden Park for hosting the European Tour Seniors' events last month and a credit to both courses for their presentations.

Just one final note across the borders as I would like to congratulate all the greenkeeping teams at the Regional Open qualifying courses. I personally went across on the day to Stockport GC which was a credit to Course Manager, Warren Bevan and the lads who, incidentally, slept over a couple of nights within the maintenance dept so they were all on hand at first light to prepare fully the course for the day's play. Well done guys.

Any news or views give us a call

Home: 01925 263394 Fax: 01925 269622 Mobile: 07778 162162
e-mail: acrongolf@supanet.com
Mesen Cymru
Andrew "The Squirrel" Acorn

Last but by no means least, a warm welcome to Shaun Drum from Bridlington golf club who has joined our Section this month.

16 Westwood Ave, Eccleshill, Bradford, West Yorks, BD2 2NJ. Tel: 01274 640739 Mob: 07976876264 E mail; Dthackray@aol.com
Dave Thackray
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The Section's second golf day took place at Kenwick Park in Louth. The event was sponsored by Burdens and Norman Burden was on hand to oversee the prize giving. Thanks to Burdens and Kenwick Park for staging a well attended day.

Geoff Henderson and staff prepared the course in excellent condition and all who attended played a testing and attractive course.

The Burden's Trophy went to Graeme Macdonald, of Newark GC, 75-5-70. Second on countback Simon Bosett, of Burghley Park GC, 98-28-70 and third went to Derek Beba, of Tydd St Giles GC, 87-16-71. Nearest the Pin, Russ Moody Lincoln GC and Longest Drive went to Daniel Wells, of Burghley Park GC.

The medal scores of Kenwick added to the medal scores at Burghley gave us the members who will represent the East of England Section and Midland Region at the National Championships to be held at Hollinwell and Coxswood. They were split into handicap categories. Div 1 winner G. A. Macdonald 74+70=144. Reserve Div 1 R. Welford 76+73=149. Div 2 winner D. Salisbury 79=80=159. Reserve Div 2 G. Poole 82+87=169.

Div 3 winner F. Cobb 74+74=148. Reserve Div 3 B. Hicks 75+78=153. The golf day at Market Rasen GC was sponsored by Toro and we would like to thank Nigel Lovatt for putting up a new trophy which will be played for annually. The winner was Alan Buckley, of Newark GC, 38 pts, second on countback Graeme Macdonald 38 pts and third Tim Robert, of Boston GC, 36 pts. John Hewson and staff had the course looking great and the four new holes blended in superbly.

The Amenity Technology Plate was played for by the East of England Section of BIGGA at Northor Park golf club in Southwell where a good turnout enjoyed a challenging new course in excellent condition.

The weather was sunny and the food was great, so all in all everybody had a superb day.

Thanks to Henry Starkey, Course Manager of Norwood, for their friendly welcome and courtesy of the course.

1. Russ Moody, Lincoln GC, 37 pts; 2. Bruce Hicks, Boston GC, 36 pts; 3. Graeme Macdonald, Newark GC, 34 pts. Daniel Wells, Burghley Park GC, 33 pts; 5. Alan Buckley, Newark GC, 32 pts; 6. Adrian Kitchinson, Lincoln GC, 31pts. Longest Drive was won by Stuart Clayton. Nearest the Pin was won by David Smith. Trade prize went to Peter Larter 35 points.

On the education front Bob Bean of Humberstone has successfully passed his NVQ 3 exams at Myrsgough College. Any ideas of talks/visits you would like for the Autumn, please call me. Ideas always welcome.

Garry Cooper has also moved jobs, from Tower Chemicals to Turfcare. Good luck in the new job.

Graeme Macdonald

BB&O

I am pleased to write that after printing last month I had some interest in the training courses that can be arranged through BIGGA at local Section level. It is quite likely that all the allocation of funds for this coming autumn will be gone. Bookings can now be arranged for the Spring, 2004 so please contact me if you have any training requirements at your golf club and I will help as best I can. With the current weather conditions giving excellent growth I know everyone is now flat out keeping their own backyard in order for great golf. Luckily a few of us managed to find time to attend the Summer competition held at Donnington Valley Golf Club on July 1. This was a resounding success with the miracle of the day being heavy rain passing over before play and not returning until the last players were in the showers. It was our lucky day! Thanks go to Clive Parnell, from Gem Professional, for his time and support on the day. The prizes sponsored by Gem were excellent so well done to the winners. Thanks to Alec Macindoe and his staff who presently face a huge uphill battle to bring on this new course but conditions were excellent on the day. The results of this Stableford were as follows: 1. Ross Wilson, Parasampia GC, 34 pts; 2. Brian Payne, Burnham Beeches GC, 33 pts; 3. Carl Small, Ellesborough GC, 31 pts; 4. John Bowness, Deanwood Park GC, 29 pts; 5. Ray Tapper, Retired, 26 pts; 6. Alec Macindoe, Donnington Valley GC, 26 pts. Nearest the Pin. Alec Macindoe: Longest Drive. Carl Small. Trade Prize, Mark Day, Tacit, 31 pts. Many thanks go to the great organisation at this club on the day with great food to end a marvellous day.

Our next golf fixture comes around very quickly and I hope that by the time you read this you are already booked to be a part of this special day held at the Buckinghamshire GC on August 11. This must be pre-booked before the event as I am sure this establishment will not take kindly to any major shift in player numbers on the day of the event. I have no Section news from around the block so I did you well in the height of summer and hope all is well in each and every camp.

David Haskell-Craig

Midland

As I sit here considering what to include in this month's Section notes, I find myself thankful that I am no longer contemplating the outcome of college exams. I hope that all awaiting results shall be victorious. Please let me know if you or your staff have been so. It would give me no greater pleasure than to praise such achievements within our lines. With such in mind: Congratulations to Robert Writtle (Penny) on passing his NPTC spraying test. Now all you have to do Rob, is learn how to spray!

Well friends, did you spot last month's error in our notes? My personal secretary is obviously far too used to golfing related English. I must however confess that I also made the same embarrassing error many years ago, but the other way around. So if you did spot the mistake, then I hope such gave you the same wry smile as it did me. If not, then please let one enlighten. "Course Fishing" would be somewhat difficult, if not impossible. However, angling for "Course Fish" is one of the most enjoyable and rewarding pleasures to be experienced. I've been lucky enough to have done so in five different countries, and am looking forward to our fishing event at Middleton Hall, near the Belfry on 21-9-03. The event is, as you know, being sponsored by Allen Southam, of Hanson Aggregates. After speaking with Allen, he informs that the Fishery has over the last few years undergone an extensive restocking programme. Following the fishing, in the on site Club House, there shall be a buffet with a few beers during the prize giving ceremony. All of which is sponsored. Free private fishing, grub, beer and prizes. What more do you want? Please remember such is open to all greenkeepers, not just BIGGA members. To book your pegs please call me on: 07816-410552, or: 01902-338569 to leave a message.

It gives me great pleasure this month to welcome Graeme Stevenson to our fine Section. We all look forward to meeting you at our many differing events Greame.

Now for a further event for your diaries, on both an educational and socially enjoyable aspect. It's great when the two go hand-in-hand. Alpha Amenity in conjunction with Johnsons Sport and Amenity Grass Seed are holding an informal education afternoon at their plant in Inkberrow, just south of Redditch. The afternoon shall start with a short introduction and tour of Johnsons seed production plant and trial areas. Following such, lunch shall be provided with a clay pigeon shooting event after. I've never tasted clay pigeon, but I am assured by Nigel Tyler that such makes fine eating. All interested please call Nigel on: 07989 548058.

Until next month folks, sharp shooting and tight lines.

Sean McDade
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WIN A DIGITAL CAMERA

We're giving away a fantastic digital camera to one lucky member. The camera features a movie facility and a multi mode flash. It has a 1.5" LCD screen and a picture resolution of 2 million pixels. The package also includes a memory card.

To enter the prize draw all you have to do is introduce one or more new greenkeeping members to BIGGA. Make sure your name goes on their application form as the person who referred them and we will enter your name into the draw. Remember the more new members you refer the more chances you have to win!

The draw will take place on 1st October and the winner will be announced in the November edition of Greenkeeper International.

CALL GEMMA TODAY IN MEMBERSHIP SERVICES ON 01347 833800 TO REQUEST A NEW MEMBER APPLICATION FORM
East Midlands
Not a great deal to report on this month, other than to say if you would like to renew your number for the 100 ball draw please get in touch with Gavin Robson and Jeff Dickinson. There are several numbers still available at £6.00 a number. This year’s AGM will take place at Kilworth GC on November 12, 4-30pm. The Christmas Tournament will be held on December 11 at Kilworth Springs Golf Club at 10:30pm. If you would like an entry form please contact me nearer the date.
Antony Bindley

South West
Dear Members, Hot, dry, wet, hot, dry, wet, if my predictions are correct by the time you are reading this it should be Hot, Hot (scorchio) and we are expected to keep immaculate surfaces under these conditions. I wonder if golfers back at their desks are constantly judged as harshly as we are on a day by day basis. Unfortunately my moaning is not going to stop here. More of that later.

Summer tournament, venue Minchinhampton. Has anyone heard the story of the golfer in America whose ball missed the fairway, landed in the river on a piece of driftwood and continued on its merry way. So did the golfer. He grabbed a nearby canoe paddled alongside the driftwood swiping madly at it until he finally connected with it two miles down stream managing to hit it onto a nearby road, he then proceeded to play the ball back to his golf club and finally down the hole he was originally playing and putted out, with a final total of 137 for the hole - the most shots ever played on one hole. It’s at this point you are most probably wondering where is all this going. Well a certain person who shall remain nameless. Yeah you wish Matt (The Badger) Hawkew. Twenty bloody one on the 2nd, six packets of Hamlet later he is in the hole. Needless to say this poor performance was in no way a reflection upon the course, which was in truly outstanding condition (see scores below). I personally loved seeing the bunker faces kept long, getting away from the norm of perfect lies in and around bunkers. A true links style challenge. Our thanks go to Paul and his team.


Do you remember earlier in the article I mentioned moaning? Well here I go. For a start all of the above article is only relevant to a small percentage of our membership. For instance there were 40 at Minchinhampton one sixth of the Section membership. One of the reasons for non-attendance used to be if you didn’t play golf there was nothing else. Well, that has been rectified with the course walk and if truth be known it was a complete failure. For example at Minchinhampton the agronomist Robert Laycock was on site along with Roger Davey, of Irritech, for all irrigation queries and Paul Worster for a walk and Q & A session. It is also an education side that is lacking. Devon and Cornwall for instance get “cleaned up” at the recent championships held at Burnham and Berrow.

The Vitax Matchplay competition is now well into round three and if you have any outstanding results, please pass them onto me as soon as possible. Congratulations to Alan Gavman, of St Mellion GC, who is the new South West Counties Champion and also to Mark Evans and the Devon County Team who “cleaned up” at the recent championships held at Burnham and Berrow. I would like to assure all our members that the problems at Cannington College have now been resolved and the outlook is very good for the future. If anyone has any queries you can contact our GTC liaison officer, Jeff Mills or David Golding at the GTC.

At our recent meeting at Tretheone Golf Club on Tuesday, June 17, a presentation was made to mark the retirement of Paul Bullen, of Newquay Golf Club. Paul has been at Newquay for 42 years and has been an ardent supporter of the Devon and Cornwall Section since 1981. Paul was presented with an engraved claret jug from the Section and a petrol strimmer from the Section and trade companies. The Section would like to wish Paul a long and happy retirement and look forward to seeing him at our education/golf days.

Steve Evans

Devon & Cornwall
Our Summer meeting, sponsored by Symbio, was held at Tretheone Golf Club on Tuesday, June 17. There were 40 members present, with 30 contesting the afternoon golf match and the remaining members attended our customary course walk. After a superb evening meal our sponsor, Martin Ward, from Symbio, presented the prizes for the Stableford competition to: 1. John Roberts, Woodbury Park, 38 pts; 2. Jeff Mills, Taunton and Pickeridge, 36 pts; 3. Simon Coombes, Dainton Park, 34 pts

The Section would like to thank Symbio for their support and Tretheone Golf Club for allowing us the use of their excellent facilities. The golf course was in excellent condition and a big thank you to Mike Davey and his team.

Some conviction to at least ask or tell me what you want and perhaps stimulate some discussion and feed back. I am not prepared just to be a results service for a few elite members.

Good luck to Duncan Smith whom I wrongly accused some months ago of employment at Weston super Mare GC. He’s off up north to Dearwood GC from Cotswold Hills; John Keanagh moving from the Kendleshire to Chipping Sodbury as Deputy Course Manager and also Nick Wilson leaving Kendleshire to set up his own landscaping business. Robin Greaves is back into sales again selling turkey s**t.

Our thanks to T H Whites Nigel Howe and Mike Harris for the sponsored team polo and sweat shirts.

No replies yet for that free trip to Harrogate. Just a note to say why you think you should go, don’t be embarrassed someone’s got to win. It might as well be you rather than the idiot sat next to you. Guy Woods 078123 80936, 01225 483486, 01225 333928 e-mail greenkeepers@bathgolfclub.fsworld.co.uk Guy Woods

South Wales
Our summer tournament was played at Cardiff GC on June 20, the sponsors of the day was RS Bird and it was good to see Heather and Steve (cliffy), who attended the meal and presentation. Winner of the Birdie cup was Peter (Tiger) Lacey; 2. Richard Pattison; 3. Emry Lewis. Nearest the Pin prizes went to Adrian Panks, Russell Anderson, and Phil Thomas. Longest Drive went to Peter Holstrom.

Our thanks go to all at Cardiff GC for a very enjoyable day, especially Russell and his staff for the first class preparation of the course, and to the caterers for an equally good meal. Thanks again to Birds for sponsoring the day.

On Saturday, June 28 I attended Pencoed College open day, along with Dave Ward and Julian Bartlett Jones. We took over one of the classrooms and set up the BIGGA boards in the hope of attracting some interest from students and passers by. Although we were not particularly busy some people did pop in for a chat and were made aware of BIGGA and the South Wales Section.

Adrian Panks

South West & South Wales Tel: 01288 352 104
Kent

On my travels, I can see that everyone is well into their summer maintenance programme. Most of you are busy preparing for competitions and battling the elements to produce a course that will meet the expectations of the ever demanding golfers!

On the news front, Lee Sayers has moved from The London Golf Club to take up the position of Course Manager at Mid Kent Golf Club. The Section wishes you well at your new club.

I must congratulate Mervyn Tassell, Deputy Head at Sittingbourne Golf Club on the successful completion of his NVQ Level 3 at Hadlow College, well done.

Now a momentous achievement. Terry Lord, Deputy Head at Westerham GC, has finally passed his NVQ Level 3 at Plumpton College. As anyone that knows Terry will tell you, he has been studying for a long time. Not only did he pass, Terry has been awarded The Cup and Tankard that is sponsored by the Sussex Golf Union for his achievements.

Please don't forget that the Kent Section’s next golf day is on August 21. This is the guest day and will be held at Lydd Golf Club.

If anyone has any other news, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Phil Betton

East Anglia

Here we are again then Happy New Year, 70+ turned up at Bury St Edmunds Golf Club. This time we had some posh Nomads with us as it was Greenkeeper Captain Competition played in the usual jolly manner on a very well presented course. Thanks to Steve Millard and his crew. The winners were: Bob Boyce and Tony Harvers with a combined score of 70 points. The rest were as follows: O-9. 1. Nick Brewster, 40 pts; 2. Mike Virley, 38 pts; 3. Rob Barnes, 33 pts. 10-18 1. Kevin Hodges, 35 pts; 2. Sam Sylvester, 29 pts; 3. Glen Rayfield, 29 pts. 19-28 1. Chris Murphy, 35 pts; 2. Martin Mison, 31 pts; 3. Keith Thilshaw, 30 pts. Trade. 1. Tony Harvers, 39 pts; 2. Gary Turner, 37 pts; 3. Mark Day. 34 pts. Longest Drive. Chris Murphy. Nearest The Pin - 8’ 4” (if you want metric I’m not the one to ask) Geoff Holmes. Then came the loo seat bringing up the rear, as it were, which was won and not forgotten by Richard Fulford. He did actually forget the hole-in-one prize, which was a workman’s twister. He did however travel a considerable distance to go and get it and for that noble act we won’t mention his score (which was four points). All the prizes were presented by Jim Cole, the Club Chairman, and donated by Toro and Lely UK.

Seoul Nassau (Mike Fance gave me his card I hope it’s not a rude word), Norfolk Turf Machinery, Bartram Mowers, Rigby Taylor, Rushbrooks, C.M.W., Atherton and ELS Consultant Clarkson and anyone else who knows me. I must admit I lost the list of sponsors and apologise for anyone missed out. As my probation officer used to tell you, he has been studying for a long time. Not only did he pass, Terry has been awarded The Cup and Tankard that is sponsored by the Sussex Golf Union for his achievements.

Please don’t forget that the Kent Section’s next golf day is on August 21. This is the guest day and will be held at Lydd Golf Club.

If anyone has any other news, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Phil Betton

Essex

Well here we are August already, Wimbledon and The Open have been and gone with a new football season starting early for the first time for some teams (especially for those West Ham supporters).

Time also to catch up on Section events. First back in April we held our Spring Tournament and a belated thank you to the following:- Benton Hall GC, Scott Clark the General Manager and his staff, Graeme Gallimore and his Green staff and our main sponsor Vitax and Joe Crawley. Also for his personal input Craig Brisley. Overall winner on the day was James Morgan.

Despite the windy conditions there were some excellent scores with our representatives at this year’s National Championship coming from Channels GC, Dominic Rodgers best gross and Ray Clark best nett.

The main sponsors for the day were Tacit and a big thank you to Tim Webb and Mark Day for providing the prizes. Our thanks also to Bishops Stortford GC, Barry Collins the Club Secretary, their staff, Keith Rowley, the Course Manager and his team for having the course in excellent condition despite a difficult season.


We would also like to thank the following trade for donating raffle prizes: - Banks Amenity, Collier Turf Care, Driving Force Leisure, Gem, Rigby Taylor, Tuckwells and Sherriff Amenity Services.

Enjoy your summer holidays.

Martin Forrester

Surrey

With hot sunny weather sprinkled here and there with warm showers it must be that summer has arrived and the majority of greenkeepers that I have met over the past weeks are the happiest that I have seen them for a long time. I use the word majority because there are always exceptions and in this case it was Paul Weston. Paul’s team must have worked hard at this year’s venue for the Surrey Section’s Summer Tournament to get The Drift Golf Club in such an excellent condition. The whole course was beautifully manicured and with fast and true greens it was a pleasure to be among the 45 members who turned out. Mark Bellamy, Head Greenkeeper at The Drift, told me that Paul had been practising every day over the past weeks and was expecting to copy Derek Curliiffe’s home win at Old Thorns Golf Club the previous month.

Unfortunately it was not to be and after the game I spoke to one of Paul’s threeball, Pete Broadbent, who informed me that although Paul was playing well enough as soon as the electrical storm reached the area Paul’s compass went haywire and it was not until the prize giving was over that he managed to find his way back to the clubhouse. We all thank Ted Styles for volunteering to head the search party but by the time a new compass was found, Paul had followed the sounds of clapping and arrived back safely just in time for dessert. Hard luck Paul but good luck to the winners.

1. Tony Bremer, Dorking GC, 40 pts; 2. Paul Bacon, Petersfield GC, 40 pts; 3. Brian Willmott, Tacit, 38 pts. Nearest the Pin, Nigel Colley, Roehampton GC . Longest Drive. John Mathis, Southwood GC. Sponsors for the day were Gem International and we held our Spring Tournament and a belated thank you to

Martin Forrester
BUYERS' GUIDE
THE COST EFFECTIVE WAY TO ADVERTISE EACH MONTH IN THIS MAGAZINE

The BIGGA Buyers' Guide, featured in every issue of Greenkeeper International, is proving more and more popular.
The Buyers' Guide gives you the opportunity to advertise regularly.

IT'S SIMPLE!
You choose the size, you decide whether you want colour and most importantly, if you decide to change the copy of the advert throughout the term, you can - at no extra charge!

FREE DESIGN INCLUDED
12 adverts for only one low price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>£ PER YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2cm</td>
<td>£400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3cm</td>
<td>£450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4cm</td>
<td>£600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5cm</td>
<td>£750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6cm</td>
<td>£900.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7cm</td>
<td>£1050.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8cm</td>
<td>£1200.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Prices listed are for a mono advert
• For colour, add an extra 20%
• Larger sizes available
• Call our sales team for prices of any sizes not listed
• All prices exclude VAT
• Price for 12 adverts

FREE COMPETITION
Every month there is a free, write-in competition in the Buyers' Guide section. Readers have to look at every advert in order to get the answers. So we can guarantee that your advert will be read!

Remember our readers ARE your customers

CALL KATIE NOW TO DISCUSS YOUR BUYERS' GUIDE REQUIREMENTS
01347 833800
WIN

A PALM HAND-HELD COMPUTER!

Just look at these features: 8 MB of internal memory, Palm desk-top software for Windows, backlight display, rechargeable Li-ion battery, USB HotSync battery recharger, E-mail software, expansion slot, games and much more. You could win this superb Palm computer in this month's Buyers' Guide competition sponsored by Greenlink International in support of their range of Nutri-Rational foliars.

Entry could not be simpler! Listed below are a series of clues relating to ONE company featured in the ever popular Buyers' Guide. Take care to look through all the products and services shown and write down the name of the company which you think the following clues refer to:

WHO ARE WE?

1. The company is based in Hartley Wintney.
2. Their web site address has bigjog in it.
3. It is a Ltd company.

Write down your name, address and answer on a postcard and send your entry to:
Turftime Teaser, Greenkeeper International, BIGGA HOUSE, Aldwark, Aine, York YO61 1UF. Entries to arrive no later than August 20th 2003. The first correct entry drawn will receive a Palm hand-held Computer. This competition is not open to BIGGA Staff or members. The solution to the July Turftime Teaser was 'John Greasley Limited'. Well done to those of you that spotted the 'deliberate' mistake and sent in the correct answer! The lucky winner of the fantastic case of champagne is Gary Britton of Notts Golf Club - WELL DONE!

Turfetime Teaser, Greenkeeper International, BIGGA HOUSE, Aldwark, Aine, York YO61 1UF. Entries to arrive no later than August 20th 2003. The first correct entry drawn will receive a Palm hand-held Computer. Prices are for complete ranges. Free delivery UK mainland. Rake support pegs 80 pence each. Made in the UK by MW Dyason Ltd, The Old Church, Brentingley, Melton Mowbray LE14 4RX

Tel: 01664 411911 Fax: 01664 569546 E-mail: MikeDyason@aol.com

J & E ELY GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
Reading, Berks
Tel/Fax: 0118 9722257
E-mail: ely@btinternet.com

40th Anniversary 1961 - 2001
www.elygolfconstruction.com

J W Tarlton
SPECIALISTS IN:
M J ABBOTT LIMITED
GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
Dinton • Salisbury • Wiltshire SP1 6ER
Tel: 01722 716361 • Fax: 01722 716828
www.mjabbott.co.uk

Nutri-Rational Ca
Because you're spraying it on, don't assume you're spraying it in!

Greenkeeper International
PHILIP DIXON
LAND DRAINAGE
Telf: 01772 677289
Fax: 01772 677479

SPEEDCUT
CONTRACTORS LTD
Construction • Drainage • Renovation • Sandslitting
Contact: Kevin Smith
Tel: 01265 331479

DRAINAGE
M.J. ABBOTT LIMITED
Quality Land Drainage Systems
Design, Installation & Maintenance service
Dinton, Salisbury, SP3 5EB
Tel: 01722 716361 • Fax: 01722 716828

Turfdry
Golf Course Drainage Specialist
For fast and friendly UK service call: Melvyn Taylor on 01283 551417 or 07836 291333

WHITE HORSE CONTRACTORS LIMITED
Sports Turf Contractors
Construction • Drainage • Renovation • Sandslitting
Tel: 01865 736 272 • Fax: 01865 326 176

GOLF COURSE SUPPLIES
M.C. & M.A. STEWART (HAULAGE) LTD
A family business established 1949
RS EN ISO 9002: 1992 Registered Company
GRavel, Sand, Soil, Root Zone, Top Dressing, Wood Bark, Track Material
Contact Rachel Stewart
Tel: 01257 792536/792692
Mobile: 07973 426890

GRASS CUTTING MACHINERY
R.M. BIRD IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
Design, supplied and installed throughout the UK and Europe

HEALTH & SAFETY
E.L. LAW
Hazard Assessment
Specialist Health and Safety Advisors to the Golf Industry
Keep your club's Health and Safety Policies up to date with a 3 year plan.
Tel/Fax: 01606 558 927
E-mail: info@el.law.co.uk
Web: www.safegolffplan.com

IRRIGATION
irritech limited
Independent Irrigation Consultants
Specialising in:
• Existing system evaluation
• System design & upgrade
• Project management
Contact Roger Davey on:
01823 690216
www.irritechlimited.co.uk

DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
'LYTAG' Banding of greens & fairways plus traditional drainage
North Staffs Irrigation Ltd
Tel: 01785 812706
E-mail: nsi@irrigation.co.uk

DEDICATED FINANCE FOR THE GOLF COURSE, SPORTS CLUBS & GROUNDSCARE INDUSTRY
TEL. 01620 890200
FAX 01620 895895
sales@golffinance.co.uk

FINANCE & LEASING

20+ YEARS EXPERIENCE

YOURS FOR THE ASKING...
Irrigation systems, lakes and reservoirs, plus servicing, repairs, system updates and extensions a speciality.

GlenFarrow Water Supplies Suppliers of Irrigation Equipment to Golf Courses, Bowling Greens, Landscapes, Horticulture. Existing systems renovated and upgraded Design • Installation • Service BS EN ISO 9001 Registered Company Telephone: +44 (0) 1425 474614 Fax: +44 (0) 1425 471296 http://www.glenfarrow.co.uk Email: enquiries@glenfarrow.co.uk

M.C. & M.A. STEWART (HAULAGE) LTD
A family business established 1949
BS EN ISO 9002: 1992 Registered Company
GRavel, Sand, Soil, Root Zone, Top Dressing, Wood Bark, Track Material
Contact Rachel Stewart
Tel: 01257 792536/792692
Mobile: 07973 426890

British Turf & Landscape Irrigation Association
"Quality by Association"
Our aim is to ensure you have the best possible irrigation system so we constantly monitor, maintain and raise the standards of our members.
For a full list of members contact David Halford
Tel/Fax: 07041 363130
Website: www.btlia.org.uk

www.btlia.org.uk
IRRIGATION UPDATES

- Assessment of needs
- Resolution of problems
- Independent advice
- Sensible costs

Tel: +44 (0)1483 278416 E: bill@2ic.co.uk
Website: www.2ic.co.uk

WEBSITE ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES NOW AVAILABLE!

In the following categories:
- BIGGA Home Page
- Exhibition Page
- News
- Education/Development
- Greenkeeper International

For further information contact the BIGGA Sales team NOW...

Tel: 01347 833800
Fax: 01347 833802
Email: sales@bigga.co.uk

LAKE CONSTRUCTION/LINERS

Liners for lakes, ponds and storage lagoons from the UK’s leading contractor

Tel: 01206 262676 Fax: 01206 262998
Email: sales@geosynthetic.co.uk
Website: www.geosynthetic.co.uk

LAKE RENOVATION

Lake Renovation Specialist

Watercourse De-Silting & Remodelling
Bank Protection & Ground Works
Long Reach & Floating Excavators
Low Ground Pressure Plant

For further details & brochure:
Tel: 07888 810854 Fax: 01788 817100
E-Mail: enquiries@bbfcontracts.co.uk
Website: www.bbfcontracts.com

Railway Sleepers £6.50 each
New Untreated Oak £14 each
Sandstone Paving £12/m
Oak TGV Flooring

Why Pay More?

Tel/Fax: 01869 253176
Mobile: 07976 955382

LANDSCAPING GRADE SLEEPERS
SELECTED HARDWOOD
BEST QUALITY PRICES
ALSO
COCKLESHELL PATH MEDIA
BULK LOADS - DISCOUNTED PRICES
FINETURF PRODUCTS
Tel: 01375 361606

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

PROFESSIONALLY DESIGNED, INSTALLED AND SERVICED

North Staffs Irrigation Ltd
Tel: 01785 812706
Email: NSIrrigation@aoi.com

WEBSITE: www.northstaffsirrigation.co.uk

OCMIS bring irrigation to life

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

Design, Manufacture, Supply, Installation & Service
Throughout the UK and Europe

Golf Courses - Sportsgrounds
Recreational - Landscape Areas

Tel: 0870 6005131 Fax: 0870 6005132
Email: info@ocmis.com
Website: www.ocmis.com

Richard Aitken Ltd,
Aitken's Sportsturf

Tel: 01375 361606
Fax: 01732 354888

Website: www$totalgolf-solutions.co.uk

WEB: www.sleeper-supplies.co.uk

T&G IRRIGATION

Golf Course and Sports Turf Irrigation
Design, installation and maintenance

enquiries@t-g-irrigation.co.uk
Phone: 01427 874200
Fax: 01427 875333

FLATLAND LTD

临时路基

非吸收性

轻 - 易于操作

几乎无法破坏

由回收的聚乙烯制成

主要用于出售或销售

Tel 01908 505556

 footsteps

It's not what's in the soil that counts; it's what gets into the plant!

Nutri-Rational K
All foliars are liquids, but not all liquids are foliars!

Nutri-Rational P
It's not what's in the soil that counts; it's what gets into the plant!
SILVER KNIGHT RESCUE

The breakdown and vehicle assistance package that gives you the service you have always wanted - without the additional expense for that extra cover. Cover includes:

• 24 hour Roadside Assistance and Recovery
• Home Start
• European Cover

SILVER KNIGHT REPAIR

The only Home Breakdown and Assistance package that offers you a complete quality service under one roof! Just one telephone number for all your repair problems. One policy to cover:

• Appliances
• Utilities
• Emergency Overnight Accommodation

BOTH BENEFITS ARE AVAILABLE AT A SPECIALLY NEGOTIATED RATE OF £49.50 EACH OR £89.00 FOR BOTH VEHICLE AND HOME BREAKDOWN

Non-members £79.50 for each breakdown package

FREEPHONE: 0800 0681893
John Campbell, who was the first appointed Links Supervisor of St Andrews Links, passed away on June the 8th aged 84 making it a sad day for the greenkeeping industry.

John was initiated into greenkeeping at the early age of 15, working with his dad at Hilton Park, just outside Glasgow, and starting on a weekly wage of nine shillings. His first interest on leaving school, however, was commercial art which he studied at evening classes and through correspondence courses while he was still earning his keep as an apprentice greenkeeper.

With the outbreak of the Second World War John joined the Gordon Highlanders and unfortunately he was among those captured and taken prisoner by Rommel, along with most of the 51st Highland Division at St Valery France in 1940.

When liberated by the Americans he again returned to work at Hilton Park with his father before joining Royal North Devon Golf Club as Head Greenkeeper. It was at this great Links that he met JH Taylor who won the Open five times and was runner up on six further occasions. They remained good friends for many years.

It was from this great club that he then moved to East Herts for a period before returning to Scotland and Longniddry Golf Club where he worked for five years. It was then that he took on the Job at the Home of Golf as Links Supervisor.

His first Open Championship was when "Champagne" Tony Lema came to St Andrews and astounded the locals by going out to play with barely an knowledge of the Old Course, using the local caddie Tip Anderson as his guide and winning the famous claret Jug. John's other Open was in 1970 when Jack Nicklaus beat Doug Sanders in the play off after Sanders had famously three putted on the final green.

During this period greenkeeping was treading water but golf in general was about to become extremely popular. John was one of the first to recognise the importance of education to assist the greenkeepers to cope with the many golfers who would take up the game of golf. To achieve this he set up basic educational courses, which were the fore runner of the huge amount of education that many Course Managers require today. He was also an extremely good lecturer, speaking at many universities and other venues all over the world.

John also wrote many articles for magazines, however his hobby was drawing cartoons for golf magazines, his most famous was portrayed in the golf illustrated monthly magazine, where you could see an irate ready to explode golfer standing on the green of the Road hole, looking at a huge steam roller flatten his golf ball, with the operator driving along without a care w the world.

John was initiated into greenkeeping at the early age of 15, working with his dad at Hilton Park, just outside Glasgow, and starting on a weekly wage of nine shillings. His first interest on leaving school, however, was commercial art which he studied at evening classes and through correspondence courses while he was still earning his keep as an apprentice greenkeeper.

With the outbreak of the Second World War John joined the Gordon Highlanders and unfortunately he was among those captured and taken prisoner by Rommel, along with most of the 51st Highland Division at St Valery France in 1940.

When liberated by the Americans he again returned to work at Hilton Park with his father before joining Royal North Devon Golf Club as Head Greenkeeper. It was at this great Links that he met JH Taylor who won the Open five times and was runner up on six further occasions. They remained good friends for many years.

It was from this great club that he then moved to East Herts for a period before returning to Scotland and Longniddry Golf Club where he worked for five years. It was then that he took on the Job at the Home of Golf as Links Supervisor.

His first Open Championship was when "Champagne" Tony Lema came to St Andrews and astounded the locals by going out to play with barely an knowledge of the Old Course, using the local caddie Tip Anderson as his guide and winning the famous claret Jug. John's other Open was in 1970 when Jack Nicklaus beat Doug Sanders in the play off after Sanders had famously three putted on the final green.

During this period greenkeeping was treading water but golf in general was about to become extremely popular. John was one of the first to recognise the importance of education to assist the greenkeepers to cope with the many golfers who would take up the game of golf. To achieve this he set up basic educational courses, which were the fore runner of the huge amount of education that many Course Managers require today. He was also an extremely good lecturer, speaking at many universities and other venues all over the world.

John also wrote many articles for magazines, however his hobby was drawing cartoons for golf magazines, his most famous was portrayed in the golf illustrated monthly magazine, where you could see an irate ready to explode golfer standing on the green of the Road hole, looking at a huge steam roller flatten his golf ball, with the operator driving along without a care w the world.

In 1974 John left St Andrews to take up employment at a 36 hole complex at Foxhills in Surrey where his vast experience in course management helped create a reputation for a complex, which staged some important events soon after it opened in 1975.

He remained at Foxhills for some time, then continued with consultancy work until he decided to retire. John was a modest man, approachable and generous with his time, easily recognised everywhere with his tartan "bonnet" he will always be remembered for his unstinting contribution to the greenkeeping world. All of us on every golf course throughout the golfing world, send our sympathy to his family.
THE COPT HEATH GOLF CLUB LTD

Applications are invited for the position of

GREENKEEPER

at this renowned Midland Golf Course

The successful applicant will be an ambitious and enthusiastic person joining an established team. Applicants should be experienced and ideally hold a minimum qualification of NVQ Level 2, those currently studying for this will not be excluded. They should also possess PA1, PA2 & PA6 spraying certificates and a chain saw qualification would be an advantage.

Salary and conditions of employment are negotiable.

Apply in writing with full CV to:

The Course Manager, Copt Heath Golf Club,
1220 Warwick Road, Knowle, Solihull B93 9LN

FIVE LAKES

Hotel, Golf, Country Club & Spa

Due to further development of our two 18-hole golf courses, one of which is of PGA standard, we are inviting applications for the position of:

ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

All applicants should have the following qualifications and attributes:

• NVQ Level 2 or equivalent
• At least 2 years relevant Greenkeeping experience
• Practical knowledge of Course equipment and machinery
• Excellent communication skills
• Pride themselves on being a team player

All applicants must be self-motivated and hold a full clean driving license. Spraying certificates PA1, 2 & 6 would be advantageous but are not required.

We offer good company benefits and have Staff Accommodation on site.

This is an excellent opportunity for the ambitious Greenkeeping professional to gain quality experience in a friendly, professional atmosphere.

If you are interested in joining our team please post/email your C.V. and covering letter to Janine McAlinden in the Human Resources Department alternatively please call us for an application form.

INVESTOR IN PEOPLE

Colchester Road, Tolleshunt Knights, Maldon, Essex CM9 8HX
Tel: 01621 868888 / Fax: 01621 862428 E-mail: janine.mcalinden@fivelakes.co.uk

LETCHWORTH GOLF CLUB

Require a

COURSE MANAGER

Letchworth is a mature prestigious parkland course in North Hertfordshire celebrating its Centenary in 2005 when the Mens and Ladies County Championships will also be held.

The Course Manager is a senior position. The successful applicant will be experienced, qualified and a highly motivated, “hands-on” team leader with a proven track record.

This important appointment is required to sustain and build upon a significant investment in the golf course and to maintain an excellent relationship with committee and members.

A substantial remuneration package is available and accommodation can be arranged.

Written applications including C.V. no later than 25th August 2003, to:

The Secretary, Letchworth Golf Club, Letchworth Lane, Letchworth Garden City, Hertfordshire SG6 3NQ
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Sales Person

Required in the South East

Ken White Signs and Strokesaver are the current UK market leaders in the supply of golf course signage and course guides respectively.

We are currently seeking to recruit a Sales Person in the South East of England, to be responsible for the development of the two brands in this area.

Candidates should be highly motivated, self driven sales professionals with a solid history of sales management. Located in the South East Region.

The person would need to have good communication skills and be able to create and develop long-term relationships within the market place.

Experience/knowledge in print & design would be beneficial.

If you think you have the qualities we are looking for, apply to: Chris White (Ken White Signs), 6 & 7 Twyford Units, Kennedy Way, Tiverton, Devon Ex16 6RZ.
Tel: 01884 253795 Email: chris@kwnitesigns.co.uk
Recruitment

THE GROVE

A new kind of experience

A family owned hotel that combines London chic with 300 acres of parkland. An atmosphere that's friendly, stylish and forward-thinking. The sort of place where guests enjoy five-star luxury and staff enjoy a different kind of career.

We are currently looking for the following people to maintain our 7200 yard Kyle Phillips 18 hole championship golf course.

**First Assistant** Ref. 8603A

You must have a minimum of 5 years' experience as a Green Keeper and previous experience as a Deputy Head Green Keeper along with the skills to supervise a team of 20 staff. An NVQ Level 1,2,3 and Pa1, Pa2, Pa6 Spraying certificates are essential along with knowledge of USGA Construction Greens and knowledge of the use and application of all fertilizers and pesticides.

**Spray Technician** Ref. 8603B

A responsible and experienced technician is required to oversee the application of all pesticides and fertilizers. You must be familiar with all aspects of the current Health and Safety regulations with regard to their applications. A major part of this role is the ability to compile preliminary reports and keep excellent records of all chemical usage and fertilizers applied to the golf course.

**Apprentice Mechanic** Ref. 8603C

You will act as the Assistant Mechanic for our championship golf course, taking responsibility for the buggies, tractors and other machinery. No experience is necessary as our Head Mechanic will provide excellent training.

If you are interested in any of the above positions please call The Grove Recruitment Team on 0800 0855393 or email: thegrove603@rmd555.com quoting the relevant reference number. For full job descriptions and further details please visit www.thegrove.co.uk

SALES MANAGER

We require an experienced person to take charge of our sales to local authorities, golf clubs, sports grounds and other amenity outlets. Selling experience in this industry is essential. A company package would be offered dependent upon experience.

**SALES REPRESENTATIVE / SALES AGENT**

Required to call on similarly based customers. Applicants must have worked in either local authority or in the sportsturf industry. Selling experience would be advantageous but is not essential, as full training would be given. Package as above.

Both of the above positions would be based in Scotland.

To apply for either position, please send your C.V. to:

The Managing Director, McNab Sport, The Muirs, Kinross, KY13 8AU

**BRORA GOLF CLUB**

**EXPERIENCED GREENKEEPER REQUIRED**

Applications are invited for the position of Greenkeeper at Brora Golf Club.

Terms and conditions are negotiable.

Please apply in confidence by writing to the undernamed, enclosing a C.V.; references; and a letter of introduction outlining experience to-date and the contribution that you will bring to our important James Braid traditional links course.

Closing date set as Friday 22nd August, 2003

Susan Smith PRESIDENT, Brora Golf Club, 43 Golf Road, Brora, Sutherland, KW9 6QS  
Telephone: 01408 621417  email: secretary@broragolf.co.uk

**ASSTANT GREENKEEPER**

Preferably with NVQ Level 2. Applications and CV to:

Brian M Williams, Secretary/Manager,  
The Glamorganshire Golf Club, Lavernock Road, Penarth CF64 5UP  
Tel: 02920 0701185
**RETFORD GOLF CLUB**

**RETORE GOLF CLUB**

Require a

**HEAD GREENKEEPER**

Retford, a private members club formed in 1920, is an 18 hole course in Woodland area, par 72, SSS 72. The successful applicant will be responsible to the Greens Committee to carry out course policy and present the course in the high standard expected by the members.

The applicant should have the following qualifications and attributes.

- Ability to develop, lead, motivate and manage a team.
- HNC or NVQ Level 3 with PA1 & PA2
- Experience of current Health & Safety Regulations
- Budgetary control techniques
- Some knowledge in machinery and irrigation maintenance.

Closing date: 1st September 2003
Salary by negotiation.

Please apply in writing with full CV including current salary to:

Secretary/Manager, Retford Golf Club,
Brecks Road, Ordsall, Retford, Notts. DN22 7UA

**HERSHAM VILLAGE GOLF CLUB**

18 hole golf course and floodlit golf range requires a

**QUALIFIED ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER**

The candidate must have previous experience, be highly motivated, have good practical skills, be reliable and of good character.

An exciting opportunity exists with good future prospects for the right person.

Please send a CV to:

Golf Director, Hersham Village Golf Club, Assher Road, Hersham, Walton on Thames, Surrey KT12 4RA or call 01932 267666.

**MARCONI GOLF CLUB**

Established 1924

has a vacancy for a committed and enthusiastic

**ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER**

Minimum Requirements:
- Minimum 3 years experience
- NVQ Level 2
- NPTC Spraying Certificates PA1-PA2-PA6

Salary by negotiation

Apply in writing, including CV to:

Mr. Pat. Crosby, Head Greenkeeper
Marconi Golf Club, The Grange, Off Binley Road, Coventry CV3 1HS

**PONTEFRACT AND DISTRICT GOLF CLUB**

**ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER**

The following qualifications and attributes would be an advantage but not essential:

- A minimum of 3 years relevant greenkeeping experience
- Qualifications to NVQ level 2 or equivalent
- Holder of spraying certificates PA1, PA2 and PA6
- Practical knowledge of golf course equipment and machinery
- Be enthusiastic, highly motivated and committed

Apply in writing with full CV to:

Mr D Mulholland, Pontefract and District Golf Club,
Park Lane, Pontefract, West Yorkshire, WF8 4QS

**ROMFORD GOLF CLUB**

Requires a

**HEAD GREENKEEPER**

The successful applicant will be responsible to the Greens Committee to carry out course policy and present the course in the high standard expected by the members.

Candidates should have the following qualifications and attributes:

- Ability to lead, motivate and manage an established team
- HNC or NVQ Level 3 with PA1 and PA2 Spraying Certificates
- Experience of current Health and Safety Regulations
- Budgetary control Techniques
- Knowledge in Machinery and Irrigation maintenance

Salary by negotiation. Please apply in writing with full CV including current salary to:

The Secretary, Romford Golf Club,
Heath Drive, Gidea Park, Romford, Essex RM2 5QB
NEED TO RECRUIT?

COURSE MANAGER
HEAD GREENKEEPER
DEPUTY HEAD GREENKEEPER
ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER
SALES MANAGERS
ENGINEERS
TECHNICIANS
MECHANICS

THEN DO IT THROUGH GREENKEEPER INTERNATIONAL

When a recruitment advert is placed in the magazine it is posted for

FREE
on the BIGGA website

IN A HURRY TO RECRUIT?

Then why not take advantage of our website and start by advertising on there whilst waiting for the next publication.

The recruitment section ranges from 3 to 6 pages each month and is the perfect way to reach all ranges of potential new recruits.

Is the BIGGA Recruitment section well read?

YES!
(well you're reading this aren't you!). Over 9000 readers – 7000 of which are BIGGA members

KIS and we'll do the rest – Keep It Simple!

Simply let our sales team know what is required and we will design the advert for you at no extra charge

GIVE OUR SALES TEAM A CALL NOW TO DISCUSS YOUR RECRUITMENT NEEDS AND WHEN GREENKEEPER INTERNATIONAL CAN ADVERTISE YOUR COMPANY'S SITUATIONS VACANT

01347 833800
Recruitment

SALISBURY AND SOUTH WILTS GOLF CLUB

Two positions have become available on the greenkeeping staff

DEPUTY COURSE MANAGER

The Deputy Course Manager would work closely with the Course Manager, and would be responsible for all work on the Golf Course in the Course Managers absence.

This position would be suited to a candidate who has minimum of 5 years experience in greenkeeping and be capable of demonstrating a professional approach to other members of staff.

He/She would be qualified to a minimum of NVQ level 2, and be preferably working towards Level 3.

An understanding of computer controlled irrigation programs would be advantageous.

He/She must also possess PA1,2 & 6.

1st ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

This position would suit a greenkeeper with a minimum of 3 years experience, who wishes to further their career.

Experience in all aspects of greenkeeping would be required, as would NVQ Level 2 and PA1, 2 & 6.

Own transport is essential for both positions.

These are ideal opportunities for someone wishing to expand his or her skills.

Salary negotiable depending on age and experience.

Closing Date: 1st September 2003

Please send current CV to:

The General Manager, Salisbury And South Wilts Golf Club, Netherhampton, Salisbury, SP2 8PR

WHITEFIELD GOLF CLUB

Invites applications for the position of

HEAD GREENKEEPER

Whitefield Golf Club is about to embark on a major development project which would involve a new clubhouse, together with significant course changes. Founded in 1932, Whitefield Golf Club is a private members club with the reputation of being one of the best courses in the area.

The successful applicant will have the following:

• A proven track record
• The necessary qualifications and/or experience for the position
• The ability to train, motivate and manage staff
• A sound understanding of Health & Safety requirements

Please apply in writing with your CV to:

The Vice President, Whitefield Golf Club, Higher Lane, Whitefield, Manchester, M45 7EZ

1st Assistant Greenkeeper

This second in charge position offers a great opportunity to work with a large team on a championship golf course designed by Patrick Merrigan.

The successful applicant will be a professional greenkeeper with the ability to train, motivate and supervise staff.

A minimum of 5 years experience in all aspects of modern golf course maintenance is required. Salary negotiable, according to experience and qualifications.

For details call: Ken Barber, Golf Course Manager, The Slieve Russell Golf Club, Ballyconnell, Co Cavan

Tel: 00353(0)49 9525094 Fax: 00353(0)49 9546474

Email: barberk@quinn-hotels.com

SURREY DOWNS GOLF CLUB

Invites applications for the position of

Assistant Greenkeeper

Opened for play in September 2001, this challenging, privately owned downland course set in scenic Surrey countryside offers a new maintenance facility and a fantastic working environment for the successful applicant.

The club is in the final stages of development and with a new clubhouse under construction and an already established excellent reputation for the course, the outlook for Surrey Downs is extremely positive. A position exists within this new and friendly environment for a well disciplined, dedicated professional who will have the following:

3 years + greenkeeping experience
Educated to NVQ Level 2 or higher
Hold Pa1, Pa2 & Pa6 spraying certificates
Knowledge in the management of USGA spec Bent grass greens and modern irrigation systems would be advantageous.

Please send your CV and covering letter to reach us by the 31st August 03 to

Tony Kyle, Head Greenkeeper, Surrey Downs Golf Club, Outwood Lane, Kingswood, Surrey, KT20 6JS.
Halfway through the season already and until recently still just as difficult to keep our grasses looking healthy. On the West Coast of Scotland we have had an unusually dry summer, when we have had rain it has come in downpours for a few hours but soon burns off with some sunshine and stiff northerly breezes.

During a rare visit to the east coast where I had the pleasure of playing the Eden Golf Course at St Andrews, I was surprised to see how green and healthy their golf courses looked, as normally it is the East that has the drier conditions. What an amazing piece of property, the Links Trust manages five 18 holes plus one nine hole children’s course, it really is a pleasure and a privilege for the public to have the opportunity to play these wonderfully kept golf courses.

Having an hour or two spare during my visit I had a brief peek at the new St Andrews Bay and then a quick visit further up the road for a machinery demonstration with my friends at Kingsbarn. Indeed St Andrews really is a Golfer’s Paradise!

I write this before I head down to Royal St George’s and look forward to meeting many of you at The Open at Sandwich. It is incredible how many people from different parts of the world visit The Open. It would probably take months to meet the same people if one made a special visit to their home patch. It will be a tough week for all concerned, and if the wind blows none more so than the players, I believe the golf course will be one of the most demanding challenges that they will have encountered this year.

Having just returned from the Championship and reread the above I’m quite proud of my prediction. One under par winning and everyone praising the quality of the course. Well done to Neil Metcalf and his fine team.

It was over 50 years ago that I first played golf at Royal St George’s and at the time there was great rivalry among the local caddies from the Deal and Sandwich area. My father was Caddie Master at both the Sandwich Golf Courses for many years so I have many fond memories and friends in the area. It was while I was a member of St George’s Permit Holders that I won the Kent County Championship.

I must say there were some very fine golfers around at the time, both Deal and Sandwich caddies teams could host several scratch players for their annual challenge match. To make the team one had to be a single figure golfer and, of course, be able to drink endless pints of beer! Many caddies were characters that would tell endless tales of hardships and also humorous stories about the clients they had caddied for.

It was in my early years that I was a member of all of the caddies' clubs. We used to pay 10 shillings (the equivalent of 50 pence) per year for the privilege of playing each of these marvellous Open Championship Golf Courses - Cinque Ports at Deal; the Princes and Royal St George’s at Sandwich. The only stipulation was that we had to tee off after five and before eight in the morning. Three Championship Golf Courses for £1.50 a year, how times have changed! I am looking forward to going back to renew some old acquaintances, providing they are still standing on the right side of the turf!

Finally, I would like to offer best wishes for a speedy recovery to Neil Thomas, BIGGA’s Executive Director. Neil has been off work for several weeks and is currently undergoing treatment. He hopes to be back behind his desk in due course.
WHEN THE HEAT IS ON...

...You need to raise your height of cut to save stressing your turf, and yet you also need to keep your greens fast and true to stop the members stressing you!

HOW DO YOU DO IT?... Simply give your greens a weekly roll with True-Surface lightweight vibratory rollers and you'll be amazed how fast and true they become whilst maintaining a sensible height of cut!

“Huge reduction in mid season re-grinds. Less stress on plant due to less frequent cutting. Excellent, would not be without them.”

Golf Club, Scotland

One of the best investments you will ever make!

So useful all year round!
- Restore the surface after aeration.
- Use after topdressing and brushing-in to work the sand down further and help prevent it blunting your mowing units.
- Roll instead of mowing on the day after spraying to gain maximum benefit.
- Control winter heave

0113 267 7000

YOUR TO USE NOW WITH NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2004 - ask for details

“GreenTek
GUARANTEED TO DO WHAT IT SAYS OR YOUR MONEY BACK!”
BE A PART OF THE
GREATEST SHOW ON TURF!
20-22 JANUARY 2004

Decision makers visit BTME & ClubHouse
24% from the South 28% from the North
11% from Scotland/Wales 28% from the Midlands
9% International

How much business are you missing out on?

LAST FEW STANDS - SELLING FAST!
CALL PAULINE TO SECURE YOURS

Tel: 01347 833830   Email: pauline@bigga.co.uk   www.bigga.org.uk

ALL FINE TURF INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED